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CHAIRPERSON:

Good

morning

Everybody.

Advocate

Lebala.
ADV LEBALA:

My gadget is not lightning Chair, it‟s not

on. We are ready to proceed nonetheless.
5

CHAIRPERSON:

Advocate

Ngobese

I

thought

today

you

would remind me that the witness is not sworn.
NOTE: Witness confirmed to be still under oath.

10

CHAIRPERSON:

Okay, thank you.

ADV LEBALA:

Chair, we have to rearrange our seating, I

note that my gadget is not working.
Commissioners, we are ready to proceed.

Thank you esteemed
Admiral Kamerman,

yesterday you testified in your various capacities, we heard
your testimony where you told the Commission about your
responsibility as the project officer of Project Sitron, you
15

testified about your overall project directorship [indistinct] the
Patrol Corvettes and briefly touched on the submarine building
process, that is not relevant to the testimony at this stage of
the Terms of Reference we are dealing with because we are
focused on Project Sitron. You still have you tell us about your

20

role as an exec utor or bilateral agreements, what has become
common cause before this Commission, we are not going to
waste time on it.
You testified with your cap on as the project officer
of Project Suvecs, you also dealt with aspects that have been

25

raised by the cr itics Feinstein and Holden including [indistinct]
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made by Dr Richard Young and we will proceed having parted
ways with the aspects that highlighted how costing and risk
factors

were

dealt

with,

allegations

of

impropriety, you also touched up on that.
5

corruption

and

Today we are still

going on with the subheadings of the allegations of corruption
in

as

far

as

the

Corvette

platform

is

concerned.

Now

Commissioners, we will be leading testimony today from page
66 paragraph 137, that‟s where we ended yesterday.

Are you

refreshed Admiral Kamerman?
10

R/ADM KAMERMAN:

I

am

indeed

Mr

Lebala,

absolutely

refreshed and ready.
ADV LEBALA:

Refreshed

both

literally

and

directly,

you‟re refreshed in what I‟ve said to remind you where we are,
and refreshed as you have rested yesterday, am I right?
15

R/ADM KAMERMAN:
ADV LEBALA:
137

page

66

Indeed Sir.
We proceed.

headed

I‟m reading from paragraph

“Allegations

of

Corruption:

Corvette

Platform”:
„Inclusion of Germany to bid for the Corvettes”.
20

I know that we have already touched upon it, but if need be
we‟ll delve deeper into it.

That‟s where reference is made to

the role played by President Mbeki, and remember I informed
you that we have put assertions to some of the witnesses, if I
remember well Mr Rob Vermeulen, Mr B yrall Smith where we
25

told them that the critics are saying President Mbeki influenced
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the German bid coming back into the fold when it was supposed
to be out, you are refreshed about that too I suppose?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Indeed.

ADV LEBALA:
5

Now let‟s take it from there:

“It has been alleged that there was individual or
Government

collusion

with

the

Germans

to

irregularly allow them back into the competition
after they had been excluded in the first rounds of
tendering in the Project Sitron Project Study phase,
10

particularly by the irregular intervention of then
Deputy

President

Mbeki.

As

these

allegations

overlap, I shall address the allegations in Young‟s
statement: ...”.
Paragraph 137.1:
15

“Young

starts

describing

the

Feasibility

and

in

his

RFI

paragraph
and

Project

RFO

Study

32

by

rounds

phases

falsely
of

of

the

Project

Sitron in the period 1993 -1995 as the basis of his
allegations.
20

proposals
Germany,

He states that „After receiving initial
from
four

a

range

of

shortlisted

countries,

including

companie s

were

requested to provide formal offers. These countries
included Denmark, France, Spain and the United
Kingdom and did not include Germany”.
25

By the way this also include the shipyards of these countries,
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am I right?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Yes, correct.

ADV LEBALA:

It‟s not exclusively countries.

R/ADM KAMERMAN:
5

Yes.

ADV LEBALA:

“My belief is that Germany was excluded

because

the

price

and

sophistication

of

the

Corvettes that it offered were far too high for the
needs or means of the SA Navy‟.

These st atements

are false”.
10

Page 67 Commissioners, paragraph 137.2:
“As can be seen in paragraphs 21-23 at Part 1 of my
statement, the GFC did not submit any proposal at
all

in

1993

as

it

was

prohibited

by

German

Government export controls to South Africa and was
15

therefore

not

included

in

Feasibility Report shortlist.

the

recommended

The German exclusion

in 1993 therefore had nothing whatsoever to do with
the price and sophistication.

After April 1994,

restrictions on the GFC offering to South Africa
20

were lifted and it was decided by the SA Navy and
ARMSCOR in May 1994 to include the GFC in the
tendering round and they were duly requested in
July 1994, along with Denmark, France, Spain and
the United Kingdom to submit a formal offer.

25

Germany
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offering

countries

in

the

first Phase

of

Project

Sitron, and indeed, had it not been for the strategic
consideration

of

the

United

Kingdom

Rooivalk

competition, the RFFO in December 194 would have
5

been to Spain and Germany, not Spain and UK”.
I think you have exhausted that.

You have dealt with that

adequately, is there anything that you want to add at this
stage, briefly if any, briefly because it has become common
cause before the Commission.
10

R/ADM KAMERMAN:

To that part of it no Sir, I assume you are

going on to the next, to the May 1995 allegation?
ADV LEBALA:

Thank you Admiral Kamerman.

Paragraph

137.3 page 67:
“Young continues in his paragraph 32: „However,
15

when final cabinet approval was sought circa May
1995, Deputy President Mbeki refused to give such
final approval to the contract, despite all formal
requirements

having

been

fulfilled

for

doing

so

during the formal and comprehensive acquisition
20

process‟. This allegation is false”.
Paragraph 137.3.1:
“Cabinet denial of approval for the acquisition of
Corvettes had nothing to do with any particular
supplier or country. The Chief of the Navy ...”.

25

Now as at that stage just mention the name with that title, who
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was it?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

That

was

Vice

Admiral

Robert

Claude

Simpson-Anderson”.
ADV LEBALA:

Thank you.

“The Chief of the Navy (Admiral Simpson -Anderson)

5

and Rear Admiral Howell both attended the briefing
to Cabinet on 3 May 1995 and the decision was
made

to

defer

the

Corvette

acquisition

until

a

national consensus on defence was reached, ...”.
10

Let‟s

pause

there, I‟m

revisiting

whether

you

were

better

informed as to whether when Admiral Simpson -Anderson and
Rear Admiral Howell attended the briefing [indistinct], they
were there with a view to advise Cabinet.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
15

That‟s correct Sir, they went with the

delegation headed by the Chief of the SANDF and the Secretary
of

Defence

Mr

Steyn,

and

there

were,

the

chairman

of

ARMSCOR was there and of course the Navy was represented,
it was after all a debate and a discussion and a decision about
the naval project, so the Navy was represented by the Chief of
20

the Navy as appropriate and of course his Chief of Staff
responsible for plans and projects was Admiral Howell.
ADV LEBALA:

So

the

top management

delegation that

was sent there seeks to inform this commission that the South
African Navy recognised that Cabinet is a decision -making body
25

and it has to be better informed.
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R/ADM KAMERMAN:
ADV LEBALA:

Absolutely Sir.
Let‟s go on Commissioners, 137. 3.1, line

number 4 after “1995, ...”.
“... the decision was made to defer the Corvette
acquisition until a national consensus on defence

5

was reached, which resulted in the Defence White
Paper and the Defence Review in the next two
years.

I refer to paragraph 13 of the witness

statement of R Adm Howell”.
10

That‟s true, I think the Commissioners heard so much about the
White Paper. 137.3.2”
“It was the Minister of Defence, Mr Modise, who
made the argument to defer the Corvette Project,
not Mr Mbeki”.

15

137.4:
„Young continues in his paragraph 34: „After Project
Sitron was reconstituted ...”.
We are in page 68 Commissioners, at the top:
“... in 1997 with an essentially identical technical
baseline, a similar acquisition process commenced

20

and a shortlist of four countries was drawn up, but
this

time

including

Germany

and

excluding

Denmark‟. This allegation is false”.
137.4.1:
25

“The 1997 technical baseline was very different to
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the 1993-1995 baseline in very major ways, for
example gas turbine propulsion inst ead of dieselonly, ...”.
We heard about that, the, I think Mr Byrall Smith and Mr Fritz
5

Nortjé and I think one or two of the naval officers:
“... helicopter interfaces, long -range SSMs (surface to-surface missiles, vertical launched SS M‟s etc”.
Please complete what does SAM stand for?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

10

Your first indication saying SSM stands

for surface-to-surface missiles is excellent Mr Lebala, the
second one is surface -to-air missiles. That‟s the Mkhonto.
ADV LEBALA:

Yes,

briefly

just

educate

us

ab out

the

distinction between the two, quickly.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
15

Yes, in 1993 to 1995 we were going to

utilise the [indistinct] system from the strike craft, 35 kilometre
range missiles very much obsolescent at that stage but that‟s
what we had. We ditch ed that idea in the intervening years and
we realised we couldn‟t do that and just, I‟m citing now the
example of the missiles, and we were going to buy new long -

20

range

missiles

off-the-shelf.

That‟s

a

totally

different

environment, technically, profession ally and of course in terms
of the acquisition [indistinct].

Also it‟s a major difference in

warships, whether they are propelled by gas turbines or by
diesels,
25

it‟s

a

very

much

more

complicated

propulsion

arrangement but of course the ship goes much fast er in the
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It‟s a different ship frankly, so it‟s just not true for

Young to have [indistinct], he knows nothing about these things
anyway, that the baselines were, what we say, identical or
something of that nature, essentially identical, it‟s non sense.
5

ADV LEBALA:

Thank

you.

Please

measure

your

language.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
ADV LEBALA:
between
10

the

Thank you.
What is significant is there‟s a difference

1993-1995

technical

baseline

and

the

1997

technical baseline, and you are emphasising that t he baselines
were not identical.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
ADV LEBALA:

That‟s correct.
And this is what you are saying Mr Young

mischaracterises or confuses or doesn‟t understand?
15

R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Yes,

that

was

the

minor

part

of

the

allegation, the next two paragraphs are the meat of it.
ADV LEBALA:

Okay

let‟s

proceed,

page

68

Commissioners, 137.4.2:
“The acquisition process of 1997/1998 was entirely
20

dissimilar to the 1993-95 process: ...”.
If I might ..., my train of thought is gone. What‟s that sign, it‟s
a colon is it, the two dots is a colon?

Please assist me?

You

see, after ...
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
25

ADV LEBALA:
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Okay, whatever they are:
“...

in

1993-95

we

were

not

soliciting

a

main

contractor for the Vessel system, ...”.
I think that has become clear, Mr Byrall Smith went about it, I
5

think Rear Admiral Howell touched on it and Fritz Nortjé talked
on it when we explained that you take a ship platform and the
combat system separately.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Sir, if I may Commissioners, just very

briefly if you‟d allow me, in 1993 -95 we were coming out of the
10

apartheid arms acquisition era, but not only that, in terms of
the legal mandate of ARMSCOR, the ARMSCOR constituted as a
state

entity,

ARMSCOR

was

and

did

so

act

as

the

main

contractor for equipment, they would buy pieces of things like
for example under Falcon they were going to acquire the
15

platform from Spain, combat system from various sources and
within South Africa, and then put them to gether, integrate
them, and in effect ARMSCOR would act as the main contractor
for major equipment towards the state.

It had been wisely

decided, I believe, that in 1997/98 it was so pronounced that
20

we would tender, or our tender would be aimed at a main
contractor being responsible. ARMSCOR would not, no retreat,
that‟s not the right word, they would be restricted to their role
as an administration state board, not as an engineering house
doing the actual integration and engineering itself.

25

that is a fundamental acquisition difference ...
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ADV LEBALA:

It‟s okay Admiral Kamerman, I think the

Commission, I assure you this aspect, we overwhelmed them
with it.

All that I wanted to emphasise was just to rehash that

acquisition was soliciting a main contractor for the vessel
5

system

in

1997

and

1998

different

from

1993

and

1995,

something that Mr Young also mischaracterised, he doesn‟t
understand according to you?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Well,

I

think

however, it doesn‟t fit his argument s.
10

he

does

understand,

The fact is he makes a

direct false statement saying they were ..., and essentially
similar acquisition process, it simply was not.
ADV LEBALA:
saying

And for instance 137.4.2 is concluded by

line number

3

Commissioners

after

“... the

Vessel

system, ...”:
“... in 1997-98 we were; in 1993-95 we invited

15

shipyards

for

a

platform,

in

1997/98

the

State

invited countries to offer a package of equipment”.
You heard this from almost all the witnesses, even the initial
witnesses testified to th e Commissioners, I‟m talking about the
20

naval

officers,

Rear

Admiral

Higgs

talked

to

it,

Admiral

Schoultz talked to it, and the programme managers of Eskom
..., of ARMSCOR talked to it. 137.4.3:
“Germany had been included in 1994, not only in
1998”.
25

Now

paragraph
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Investigation”, you were very firstly to deal with this one, I
stopped you.

Please summarise it quickly.

Remember we

deferred it and I said that it will come at the appropriate stage.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
5

Yes Commissioners, essentially in 2006

November, the offices of ThyssenKrupp Marine Systems in
Hamburg

were

authorities.

raided

by

the

German

State

Prosecuting

I was, my office was barred and my, all my

property in my office were seized, my laptop and all, my
documents and s o on, against a warrant which I was allowed to
10

read, they have very strict processes like we do in Germany,
and on that warrant I was listed as a witness, not as an
accused, my direct reporting line boss was listed as one of the
accused, and the rationale against my name for that listing as
a witness and a person of interest to the authorities was that I

15

had assisted Germany to win the competition and I was central
to that and in fact enabling to win the competition and that I
had left the Navy and joined T hyssenKrupp Marine Services as,
it wasn‟t stated as a reward, but that was the implication of
what

20

they

were

saying,

they

didn‟t

find

any

evidence

whatsoever in any of my various documents or on my computer,
neither did they find any evidence in any docume nts in the, in
my home that they searched and neither did they find any
documents in my poste restante address that they had searched
and so on.

25

However, what they did find was a, my letter to the
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Chief of the Navy signed by him, so that was one thing tha t
they understood very clearly was not correct. The second one I
made a sworn statement the next day with my lawyer to the
effect that I had in fact presided over, on four occasions, the
5

only four occasions where Germany was pitted against other
shipyards and on each occasion I had submitted a report
recommending Spain and not Germany.
This flustered them completely and then with, added
to that was the clear proof that I had in fact left the Navy in a

10

perfectly legitimate manner and there were no breach of any
contract or anything else and I‟ve never heard of them since.
ADV LEBALA:

Thank you.

We are not going to take you

from 138.1 to 138.4, you summarised it and dealt with it
adequately. 139 page 69 Commissioners, the paragraph headed
15

“The Allegation that Bazàn and not the GFC should have won”.
139.1:
“In

paragraphs

35-40

of

Young‟s

statement

he

makes numerous allegations about the selection of
the GFC as the preferred bidder, concluding in
20

paragraph 38 that „on any objective basis Bazàn‟s
...”.
Is it Bathan or Bazàn?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Look, the Spanish pronounces “z” as a

“th”, it‟s like Juan instead of Jean and so on.
25

ADV LEBALA:
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“... „on any objective basis Bazàn‟s offer should
have won the bid”.
139.2:
„In

paragraph

35

he

states:

„Normally

military

equipment is selected according to the combined

5

criteria of military performance and price.

On this

basis Bazàn again won the bid with its 590B light
frigate with the GFC in a fairly dist ant second place
with its MEKO A200 light frig ate‟.

This is a false

statement”.

10

Now the Commission, I assure you, has heard about this, we
took them through the figures, the graphs, the diagrams and
that‟s where I think we even debated with the Commissioners
as to whether the issue of the Industria l Participation played a
15

more significant role.

Now this paragraph without wasting

time, this paragraph seeks to tell us that it‟s not only the
military performance and price, the military performance and
the price that would be looked at, Industrial Part icipation
played a role, am I right?
20

R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Indeed that was so Sir.

I have overleaf

commented in my own experience as a senior executive in a
major corporation now for the last eight years and have stated
categorically that it‟s not only unusua l, it‟s absolutely usual
and
25

normal

countries

in
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Participation as a quid pro quo for purchasing major armament,
s o me o f th e m u p to a 10 0% a nd ev en mo r e .
normal,

obviously

Dr

Young

is

not

This is absol utely
familiar

with

the

international arms process of, the importance of countertrade
5

to countries who wish to expand their industrial baseline and
buy armament.
ADV LEBALA:
actually

Now as you say this confirms an aspect that

evaded

the

Commissioners.

At

one

time

the

Commissioners called me to order because I nearly ignored the
10

fact that Industrial Participation was a consideration that was
made, but let‟s complete page 70 at the top, what you just say,
it must be captured by the record:
“In

the

many

frigate,

Corvette

and

submarine

competitions my company has participated in across
15

the world in the last three decades, IP (Industrial
Participation)
sometimes

has

in

dominant

fact

been

feature

in

a
the

normal

and

Request

for

Proposals from customer navies”.
139.3 page 70:
20

“The RFO evaluation process and report prepared
under

my

leadership

recommended

the

Spanish

Bazàn 590B as the vessel with the best military
value.

The fact that Bazàn was not recommended

as the preferred bidder was as a result of the NIP
25

and
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which

were

processes

outside

involvement and knowledge.
matters

have

been

my

personal

I understand these

comprehensively

covered

by

previous ARMSCOR, DTI and Department o f Finance
5

witnesses”.
I think we are not going to spend time on it, it‟s very clear.
“Allegations of Corruption: Corvette Combat Suite”, page 70
paragraph 140. Now I want to resist this, I assure you that the
Commission [indistinct] that nomination as un derstood by Mr

10

Young is not correct.

According to Mr Young the State has

selected and prescribed South African companies, including
ADS in the contract baseline to the main contractor.

Now that

has been corrected and you seek to deal with that, but I ass ure
you it has become clear before the Commission, I don‟t want to
15

expand on it, and we are bringing more clarity on it, for
instance just for the sake of completing that picture let‟s look
at paragraph 140.4 by way of introduction”
“In paragraph 42, 43 and 54 of Young‟s statement
he

20

advances

allegations

African

companies

system

suppliers,

inter

including
had

alia

ADS

been

that

and

South

SA

nominated

for

sub the

Corvette Combat Suite and that by this nomination
the

25

State

had

in

effect

selected

prescribed

them

for

inclusion

baseline to the main contractor.
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facts within my knowledge below”.
140.2:
“Neither

ADS

suppliers

nor

were

any

of

selected

the
by

SA

sub-system

virtue

of

their

nomination as the suppliers in the RFO (Request for

5

Offers,

in

the

offer

technical specification.
was

nominated

in

the

baseline

or

in

the

SAN‟s

The whole Combat Suite
RFO solely

to

provide

a

design baseline for the Platform Offer”
10

We took the Commissioners through that, there was a tim e
when we spent such a lot of time with the RFO document itself,
the one that we‟ve attached as “JK8”, we are not going back
there. 140.3:
“Read

together

and

in

context,

the

RFO

documentation, in particular the guidelines provided

15

to

contenders

in

the

RFO

and

the

Programme

Management Plan (Annexure „JK -8‟) indicated the
clear

intention

of

the

State

that

the

tendering

process be followed for the Combat Suite.

Both of

these RFO documents indicated that there would be

20

a tendering phase for the Combat Suite only after
selection of the Main Contractor (see in particular
4, ...”.
Now
25

you

are

talking

Management [indistinct].
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R/ADM KAMERMAN:
ADV LEBALA:

Correct Sir.
Annexure “JK8”, for instance that is page

4, it‟s on page 12 an d 72 of the index. Page 16 is on page 286
of the index, page 24 is at page 295 of “JK8”. All this means is
5

rehash and highlight what [indistinct] quoted, we are not going
to go there:
“... and pages 7. 13, 19, 20, 23 and 24 of the
Programme Plan documen t).

This is in fact what

happened”.
10

Now this page is, just to complete the record, page 7 is on
page 317 of Annexure “JK8”, page 13 is on page 323 of
Annexure “JK8”, page 19 is on page 329 of Annexure “JK8”,
page 20 is on page 330 of Annexure “JK8”, pag e 23 is on page
333 of Annexure “JK8” and et cetera of the Programme Plan

15

document.

We are not going to go there, we dealt with it and

it‟s been well-dealt with in your statement. 140.4 page 71:
“The nominated Combat Suite consisted of items
available in the SANDF inventory, items then under
South African technology development programmes
and

20

items that would

have

to

be sourced

from

overseas due to a lack of local potential”.
The

rest

is

common

cause.

140.5

common

cause, 140.6

common cause, 140.7 you b ring clarity of what the Commission
has said. 140.7, let‟s read it, page 71:
25

“The German Frigate Consortium included a formal
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statement in its offer of its intent to partner with
ADS to offer a Combat Suite.

Young‟s statement in

his paragraph 42 that th is was „not of GFC‟s own
volition‟, is simply false”.
5

This one, we need to put it on record, explain why Young‟s
assertion

is

false.

140.7.1

at

the

bottom

of

page

71

Commissioners:
“It assumes that the GFC, representing two major
international naval shipyards, ...”.
10

Now what are those shipyards, it‟s Blohm+Vos and HDW?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Blohm-Vos and Howaldswerke Deutsche

Werf, otherwise known as HDW.
ADV LEBALA:

Thank you.

“... would meekly ...”.
15

I think let‟s get the correct train of thought, let‟ s recapitulate
and start from the beginning:
“It assume that the GFC, representing two major
international naval shipyards, ...”.
Which have been confined as HDW and Blohm+Vos:
“... would meekly accept the customer‟s prescription

20

of commercial and contractual partners and thus
commercial and contract risk in a formal offer for a
major warship contract. The GFC would not have”.
140.7.2:
25
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140.7.2:
„It assumes that the German Frigate Consortium did
not have the will and capability to assess the South
African industry described in the RFO (Request for
Offers).

5

It did, and executed many and thorough

assessment meetings, both in 1997 and 1998”.
Were you part of those meetings?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Not at all, we were made aware of them

by the main contractor who would give this report to us as the
10

offer, or the state, the customer.
ADV LEBALA:

Do you have an idea of the names of

persons who were part of those meetings?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

The

meetings

were

led

by

Mr

Helmut

Korn, Helmut Korn was the senior man ager responsible for the
15

programme and in each case they would include the requisite
exploits from within Blohm+Vos and HDW for combat system
integration,

both

of

those

companies

having

very

large

departments specifically related to Combat Suite engineerin g,
headed up by a gentleman called Bernard Sovich, one of the
20

world‟s leading [indistinct], just on the point of retiring now,
but

he‟s

recognised

internationally

as

one

of

the

world‟s

leading frigate combat system integrating engineers , and from
time to time there were other experts from within both of those
companies, I can provide a set of those if you wish, but those
25

were the main, the two leading experts were Dr Helmut Korn
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and Mr Bernard Sovich.
ADV LEBALA:

On the South African side?

R/ADM KAMERMAN:
meetings
5

with

On the South African side they‟ve held

every

single

one

of

the

18

South

African

companies, very extensively from ADS and those meetings
included, if I recall from the minutes of those meetings that
were sent to us, they always included th e senior technical
engineering and technical management staff of the companies.
ADV LEBALA:

Let‟s proceed to 140.7.3:

“It ignores that all of the other competing shipyards

10

also identified ADS as their prospective partner”.
Is it an opinion or a fact?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
the
15

four

No Sir, that is a fact that every one of

competing

prospective

shipyards

partner

in

the

proposed
combat

ADS

system

as

their

integration

contracting.
ADV LEBALA:

Where

could

one

find

this

[indistinct],

because up to so far we le d the testimony of all the witness es,
thinking that is an opinion.
20

You don‟t have to give it now, but

if you could provide it to us at a later stage?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
Sir.

I can certainly point you in the direction

Every single one of the competitors we re obliged by the

RFO to provide their overall plan for the contracting phase, for
the negotiation phase.
25

In those plans which are vested in the

formal offers made by the four companies, all of them state
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they intend to partner with ADS, those payments ar e currently
in archives of the Secretariat of ARMSCOR.
ADV LEBALA:

Well, let the record reflect that as far as

you are concerned the only document that reflects and mirrors
5

on that is the RFO which has got specific clauses that make
ADS as the main contractor in as far as the Combat Suite is
concerned, that‟s all that we have, but we could look at that
and [indistinct] would like to use it.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

10

them

in

the

Yes.

direction

I also want to add that we pointed
of

ADS

but

we

never

prescribed

[indistinct] and what we did also do was to say that they are
absolutely at liberty to offer alternatives.

We knew, however,

and not to be coy about it, that ADS was the only practical
option for them in South Africa, there was no other South
15

African company unless they were going to establish a new one
or some joint venture.
ADV LEBALA:

Thank you Admiral Kamerman, the record

reflect that you will make that documentation and information
available to us. Page 72 paragraph 140.7.4:
20

„It ignores the fact that for the previous seven years
at least ADS had led the SA naval industry in the
development
projects

of

Diodon,

surface
Sitron

combat
and

technology

Suvecs.

ADS

on
was

acknowledged by both the State and industry as the
25

leader, a situation Young actually co nfirms in his
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next paragraph, 43”.
140.7.5:
“It ignores

that ADS was

the

only viable

local

company that had the capability and technology to
act as a partner for the combat systems and as a

5

combat

system

integrator.

This

is

a

status

acknowledged succinctly by Young himself, to his
lawyers

on

„Although

5

August

ADS

is

a

1999

whereby

South

African

company, it is now-foreign owned.

10

he

states:

registered

However, we

recognise that there is no other single company with
the requisite experience to take its p lace‟”.
Well, that‟s confirmed by that annexure and the reference right
there.
15

Now we part ways with that, we go to paragraph 72,

page 72 paragraph, I beg your pardon, paragraph 141 headed
“The BAeSEMA Allegations”.

Do we need to deal with this?

Please summarise it quickly.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Yes

Commissioners

it‟s

very

important

because it‟s a major allegation in Young‟s allegations against
20

the State and against ARMSCOR.

In December of 1999, and

this is very pertinent to the allegations that he makes, there
was an attempt by Young to form a consortium with a company,
a

wholly

BAeSEMA.
25

British

company

called

British

Aerospace

Sema,

He starts off his allegations by referring to the

BAeSEMA case in a very detached way, in a way that he is an
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outside observer, that he is standing on the side -lines, he‟s a
friend reporting this matter, in that they attempted to form a
consortium locally, they attempted to offer to the German
Frigate
5

Consortium

an

alternative

combat

system,

an

alternative integration and mai n contractor and all of a sudden
in January they were rebuffed and withdrew very strangely and
Young draws the inference that that was obviously as a result
of interference from the top, or the middle, but certainly that
they were interfered with by South African Government officials

10

or the State in some way and forced to withdraw their options.
What

he

doesn‟t

tell

the

Commission,

and

[indistinct] like that, is that he in fact was the leader of
arranging the consortium, he invited British Aerospace to c ome
to
15

South

Africa,

consortium,

a

he

joint

invited
venture

British
with

Aerospace

him,

which

to

form

a

they

did,

a

consortium together with C2I2 British Aerospace or BAeSEMA
and Tellumat, another South African company, wherein he was
a director and he was the chief, deputy chief engineer.
He then proposed formally to the South African
20

Project Team, myself, writing a letter to me, a lengthy letter to
me, and then following that up with a briefing in December, the
12th of December 1999.

Now I‟ll pause fo r a moment just to

remind you that it was well before any negotiations had taken
place for the Combat Suite, it was well before Richard Young
25

had a problem with his Data Bus or the SMS or any of those
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other things that we‟ll deal with further today, and it was well
before ADS was actually owned by the French.

So, before all

this he secretly and behind the backs of South African industry
constructed
5

a

joint

venture

with

a

wholly -owned

British

company and what they were proposing, and that‟s another part
of his omissions to this Commi ssion, he says that British,
BAeSEMA, they were proposing only to submit their Combat
Management System and that‟s not true at all because in fact
in the documentation that he provided to me and in the follow

10

up briefing that was held on December the 16 th, four days after
he had given, sent me the letter, they in fact were proposing to
take over the entire combat system, in fact to offer a complete
solution to the South African State for the entire combat
system.
Against that background it must also be remembered

15

that BAeSEMA was a major supplier of surface -to-air missiles,
in other words a direct competitor to Denel and [indistinct], a
direct

supplier

of

guns,

a

direct

competitor

to

Denel

[indistinct], a supplier of combat manage ment systems, direct
20

competitor to ADS, a supplier of tactical communications, a
direct competitor to Grintek, a supplier of tracking radars and
so on, one can go on and on.
I have attended a briefing where this was laid in
front of me, I made no commen t, I thanked them for their, for

25

the information and I withdrew.
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that what he was attempting to do would leak out, and I
certainly was not going to be the leaker, I never reported
anything

outside

of

my

own,

my

own

small

team ,

I

was

accompanied by my combat system manager Commander Egan5

Fowler, and he was sworn to silence as well, but I warned
Young that it was going to leak out and then he would have to
take the consequences and that‟s exactly what happened, the
South African industry formed a grouping in early January for
the

10

South

African

Combat

System

Group,

14

of

the

18

companies excluding Dr Young and I was informed directly by
senior members of that group that basically they didn‟t trust
him. So that was the one factor.
There‟s no doubt at all that British Aerospace or
BAeSEMA got wind of that when they themselves would have

15

gone to the R eutechs and the Grinteks and the Denels to
explore cooperation on this alternative combat system and they
were obviously given short s trip.
The secondary of course is that BAeSEMA probably
found out in the intervening weeks that they were dealing with

20

a company of 20 people that had no factory, that could not post
performance

warrantees

and

guarantees

in

a

major

international competition at all and that certainly would have,
let‟s say, caused them to withdraw.

Young makes the fact, he

makes a direct implication that no, no, British Aerospace very,
25

very suddenly withdrew and that‟s very suspicious and so on.
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We found it absolutely wrung, to use that word, that he would
have concocted an alternative Combat Suite that would have
displaced thousands of South Africans behind the backs of
local industry that he‟d been working with very closely for the
5

previous seven, eight, nine years and the consequences of that
was

that

he

was

certainly

cold -shouldered

by

industry

thereafter. It didn‟t in any way affect our intention to include it
in our baseline, which we did, and ADS apparently took a more
mature view of the fact that they had been chal lenged but it
10

came to nought and British, BAeSEMA would have no chance in
the competition in any event.
The basis is of course is, despite what I‟ve just
said, the German Frigate Consortium declined to have anything
further to do with the BAeSEMA, C2I2 Tellumat joint venture

15

called AMS.
ADV LEBALA:

You referred to a letter that Dr Young sent

to you around December.

I would like to refresh you by

drawing your attention to Annexure “JK21” on pages 525 to
527, File 2 Commissioners.
20

I just want to compl ete the picture

as to whether the dates that you referred to is the correct date.
File 2 Commissioners, Annexure “JK21” pages 525 to 527.
There‟s just one aspect that I would like to traverse, to verify
the dates as to whether Admiral Kamerman is talkin g about the
self-same letter. I see ... May I be directed as to whether you

25

found the letter Commissioners?
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“JK21”,

one

sees

to

the

left

that

the

letter

is

addressed to the Project Officer, that is yourself, am I right?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
I‟ve
5

been

saying

Correct, and in fact I‟ve just realised that
1999

for

the

last

five

minutes,

it‟s

19 December 1998, I do beg your apologies Commissioner.
ADV LEBALA:

In actual fact the date to the right also,

it‟s 10 December 1998, not 12. Do you see?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Yes.

Yes I‟m sorry, it‟s 10th of the 12th,

not 12th of the 10th.
10

ADV LEBALA:

Just to complete this picture, if you look at

the last page 527 at the bottom the letter comes from Dr
Young, am I right?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
CHAIRPERSON:
15

That‟s correct.
I‟m sorry Advocate Lebala, let me just get

some clarity from the witness.

Will I be right to say if Dr

Young had succeeded with his plans as contained in this letter
the

entire

local

industry

as

far

as

the

Combat

Suite

is

concerned would have been compromised?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
20

Commissioners

yes,

not

in

the

final

analysis of work that would have been given to some of those
South African contractors but in the main the entire Combat
Suite was affected, in every instance , particularly the ADS
instance that he was proposing to completely displace ADS, a
450 South African -manned company for the integration work

25

and the combat management system with a completely British -
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owned and British -staffed company, the work would have been
done in Britain by Britain‟s with British technology. In the case
of the surface -to-air missiles it was clear there was a direct
threat, it was BAeSEMA was one of them, the world‟s leading
5

suppliers of surface-to-air missiles, [indistinct] and so on, but
the mere fact that he was proposing from the start that they
would

offer

particular

the

that

entire
the

Combat

critical

Suite

elements,

as

a

the

whole
main

and

in

contractor

elements of that Combat Suite being the combat system in
10

[indistinct]

engineering

and

the

provision

in

the

combat

management system was going to be British and that was an
entirely, it went completely against all our work and desires
and hopes and dreams of the previous eight years of building a
local technology -based, by South Afr icans, for South Africans
15

and spending the money in our own country.
CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

ADV LEBALA:

I just want to follow up on the concern, or

rather the question raised by the Chair.
the
20

BAeSEMA,

C2I2,

Tellumat

Am I right to say that

Consorti um

was

going

to

prejudice ADS commercially, economically and the whole South
Africa?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Indeed Commissioners, that‟s precisely in

fact not just prejudice, it was in fact going to displace ADS
completely, they would have got no work at all on this project
25

and I, if I just mentally jump back to the previous issue of
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nomination this for me was the final straw that a man says he
was

nominated

by

a

process

and

therefore

entitled

to

contracting on the main acquisition project and yet at the same
time he was proposing to displace all of the other companies
5

that were so nominated as well, I think that is a bit of a leap of
hypocrisy that I‟m still [indistinct] about.
ADV LEBALA:

Now I‟m going to ask you a broad question,

this is the only question t hat [indistinct] and from there we will
proceed.
10

Is there any clause that constrained Dr Young from

doing that?

We‟ve seen a clause in as far as the constraint in

the Supply Terms of the Corvette contract is concerned, say
eight years‟ period, you can‟t become employed by a competitor
or any other company that are specific.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
15

ADV LEBALA:

Yes.
Was

there

such

a

specific

clause

concerning ...
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

No, no, and in fact there was nothing

stopping Dr Young, he was a company, a pri vate commercial
company, he still is, he is absolutely entitled to seek any
20

combination of business fortune that he wants to, so there was
no legal or commercial constraint, but it should be borne in
mind that in all the work that he received from the Stat e, all
the money he received from the State, from 1991 when he
established his company until that date of his letter in 1998,

25

more than seven years and over R23 million just non Suvecs
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and Diodon alone, there was no tendering, he was appointed by
the State to do this money, there was no competition in any of
the technology retention or technology projects, there was
simply no internal competition, the State looked across our
5

industry

and

encouraged

the

industries

and

even

created

certain industries to build the Naval Technology base, precisely
the base that Young was proposing in December 1998 by his
activities, his secret activities with a British company was
going to displace and in fact would have completely shut down
10

our entire base.
I don‟t know whether British Aerospace was aware
of that environment, British Aerospace are not a small player in
the world, they are a very competent and in the naval domain
BAeSEMA was one of the world‟s leading companies.

15

I dare

say they would not have made such decisi ons to enter into a
joint venture had they known the full extent of what Young was
proposing.
ADV LEBALA:

Yes but you see, you said it as a fact or as

an opinion that BAeSEMA would have made it a point that all
20

the work is done in Britain by the British in exclusion of South
Africans.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
management

system

Yes,

they

which

is

were

proposing

entirely

vested

the

combat

in

British

technology, they were proposing the combat system integration
25

with themselves, C2I2 and terminated it.
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only company that had any capability in naval Combat Suite
integration engineering was British Aerospace, BAeSEMA, not
least the ...
ADV LEBALA:
5

[Indistinct], why then do you have a South

African leg that was going be C2I2 if that was the positio n?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Well, I think this is the issue, C2I2 had

created this joint venture and they were proposing themselves
with 20 people to be the collaborators with BAeSEMA, over a
100 000 people, and Tellumat, a very large South African
10

company, inclu ding its [indistinct] South Africa.

So, what

Young was proposing was he would provide the combat system
Data Bus because he claims in his letter to me that he was as
an engineer not in agreement with the architecture of the
proposed combat system that had been evolving on Project
15

Suvecs and that was very clear from, I have said yesterday
there were very acrimonious arguments which I had to mediate
between ADS and C2I2.
So, he didn‟t agree on the technical structure and
he saw that in that technical stru cture, he saw as he relates,

20

some difficulty with integrating his combat system Data Bus , so
instead of in fact resolving this matter in an engineering level
with the companies and the people and the state that has been
working with him to do precisely tha t for the previous seven
years, he in secret formed a separate joint venture to displace

25

those companies and provide an alternative.
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Let there be no error, there was no other naval
combat

system

industrially

or

integration
co mmercially,

capability
other

in

than

South

Africa,

African

Defence

Systems, so it follows that British Aerospace, BAeSEMA would
5

have displaced in people and in facilities and in technology
African Defence Systems.
ADV LEBALA:

Now let me ask Sir, this BAeSEMA, C2I2,

Tellumat Consortium was going to prejudice ADS commercially
or the whole South Africa?
10

R/ADM KAMERMAN:

They

proposed

to

offer

a

complete

solution, in fact if you turn to the other part of this document,
and I‟ll just find it here, they were proposing to offer a
complete ..., I‟ll find it in a minute, a nd incidentally the issue
about whether it was going to be a BAE or a South African
15

Combat

Suite

can

be

found

on

page

533

where

British

Aerospace relates in their offer to me that they are Europe‟s
leading aerospace and defence company, naval combat system
capability through BAeSEMA are now a hundred percent owned,
and this was [indistinct] for me because I‟m very familiar with
20

these systems, they were offering a proven operational SSCS,
which was on the Royal Navy type Mari ne KD experts [sic]. I‟m
just looking for where he makes the statement about that
they‟re offering.
ADV LEBALA:

25

Commissioners
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important.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
ADV LEBALA:

Yes.
But at the bottom of that page I see the

South African investment Paradigm and I‟ll tell you why I‟m
5

asking you this question.

You see, our Constitution says so

many things, it talks about anyone, accommodates everyone.
Now commercial competition is allowed and this is what the
foundation of this country allow if you look at the founding
provisions
10

of

our

Constitution

and

specific

clauses,

but

[indistinct] foreign company to pursue livelihood and trade with
South Africa, hence I keep on asking was it a competition
between ADS and this consortium consisting of BAeSEMA, C2I2
and Tellumat, even as a competition it‟s one thing, but if it was
going to prejudice the whole South Africa it‟s another thing.
But if you look 533 then it follows the chart of my

15

theme and thinking because this British Aerospace thinking
also considers the South African investment, hence a South
African company is there, C2I2 .

Now are you still stating this

as a fact or an opinion?
20

R/ADM KAMERMAN:

I‟m

stating

it

a

fact

[indistinct]

it

completely underpins what I‟m saying.

He says the South

African

ATE,

investment

was

Paradigm

and

neither

those

companies had participated at all and were not part of the
South African Naval Combat System Data, and neither of those
25

companies had at that stage any naval system integration
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capability, so they were not proposing that they would take
over

the

combat

management

part

or

the

combat

system

integration part of only, which was the ADS provider in the GFC
intended combat system, they were prop osing in fact to offer a
5

complete new South African or a complete new combat system,
displacing the one that we have, we have given to, developed
through our project Suvecs.
ADV LEBALA:
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

10

Yes, the one championed by ADS?
I‟m afraid it‟s no t championed by ADS, it

was in fact the State itself had developed at great cost to the
State at that stage over R300 million‟s worth of investment.
ADV LEBALA:
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Certainly, but championed by ADS.
Well, not championed at all, ADS was th e

leader of the combat system integration portion of the Combat
15

Suite System.
ADV LEBALA:
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
ADV LEBALA:

Okay let me retrieve it and say led by ADS.
Led, certainly led by ADS.
I think we shouldn‟t agonise further, Dr

Young would have to come and explain this.
20

Let‟s proceed.

Page ...
ADV CANE:
assist?

Commissioners, may

I interpose

just to

The witness was looking for a particular reference,

may he please be referred to page 530, it may be the page
which he was looking for, before my learned friend loses track
25

of that particular issues.
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R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Yes, thank you.

Commissioners, I draw

your attention to page 530 and it says that they‟ve established
Advanced Systems Management, it‟s ASM, the company, the
joint venture of South A frican and European industry, Tellumat,
5

C2I2 and British Aerospace plc.

And this is the cardinal

[indistinct].
“Offering to supply and support the complete SA
Navy Corvette Combat Suite”.
That
10

means

the

guns,

the

missiles,

the

radars,

the

communications, the combat management system, the Data Bus ,
everything that is described or that was described in the RFO
as the SA Navy Combat Suite.
ADV LEBALA:

Admiral, would it be different, look at page

530 again, ...
15

R/ADM KAMERMAN:
ADV LEBALA:
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
ADV LEBALA:

Which one Sir?
530.
Yes?
File 2, 530 that you‟ve just been referred

to.
20

R/ADM KAMERMAN:
ADV LEBALA:
African company?

Yes?
Would it be different if there was no South
The interests of C2I2 systems, I don‟t know

whether they are co mmercial, whether they are patriotic, that‟s
one thing, but it‟s a South African company called C2I2, which
25

is for me the consortium [indistinct] competing in a commercial
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space, allowed by the Constitution and the laws of this country.
We see it happening all the time, hence I have to ask you, are
you

giving

an

opinion

because

once

it

starts

to

affect

patriotism and the interests of this country it‟s one thing, and
5

Dr Young has to come and answer. Now are you stating this as
an opinion that this venture w as going to relocate to Britain to
serve

the

South

African

interest

employment from South Africans?

from

Britain,

taking

I know I‟ve asked you

incremental questions, simply put was this venture going to
10

remove the interest of South Africa completely?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
I‟m doing

is

I think it should be very clear that what

I‟m answering the allegations

in Mr

Young‟s

statement where he says there was a company BAeSEMA, he
makes no reference to his own close association with that
15

company, and

he

says

all of

a

sudden

in

the

middle

of

December, January 1999 this company withdrew and he even
goes on to state the statement, “by an unknown Britain”, that in
this man‟s history as an executive in the arms business he
never ever before come across such a drop -dead negative et
20

cetera, et cetera , so I‟m not commenting at all, please believe
me, on Richard Young‟s right and constitutionally enshrined
privilege to seek commercial gain at any stage in competition
or not in competition, what I‟m referring to is my rebuttal o f his
allegation that British Aerospace, BAeSEMA was coerced or

25

[indistinct]-off or whatever term you want to use, and the
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implication that drips through his allegation that this is yet
another indication that there was top, there was intervention
from the top in a corrupt and irregular way, it simply wasn‟t the
case, Young created this monster and the monster then turned
5

on him and ate him, I mean that‟s it.
ADV LEBALA:
informed.

You see, the Commission has to be better

You may underline the debate tha t you are having, I

don‟t think you do, someone might, but I can close it by saying
the following; if I look at page 530 it talks of a joint venture,
10

hence I‟ve started asking you these questions, whether is it an
opinion or a fact but probably let‟s leave it, Dr Young would
have to come and answer these questions.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Good, I [indistinct], he made this offer to

the South African Navy in a letter to me and followed up with a
15

briefing to me, that‟s the facts.
CHAIRPERSON:

I‟m sorry Advocate Lebala before we pass

this point let me ask the last question from the witness. If you
go

back

to

page

530,

the

statement

that

Advocate

Cane

referred you to where it says that “Offering to supply and
20

support the complete SA Navy Corvette Combat Suite”, is it
correct, will I be correct if I say that this process would have
undermined the technology retention programme that the SA
Navy or South African Defence Force ran for almost 78 years
prior to this date?

25

R/ADM KAMERMAN:
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totally destroyed it.
CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

ADV LEBALA:

Thank you.

Just to piggyback, what the

Chair says is one thing, Admiral Kamerman I think the Chair
5

simplified everything, that‟s one thing, and I think [indistinct]
answered, this is ver y critical.

It‟s not even a question of

patriotism, it‟s because there‟s the stubborn facts and evidence
shows that there was a project called Project Suvecs on which
South African resources were invested .
10

Now anyone who

disturbs that could be disturbing it with consequences, but let‟s
leave it.
common

Page 73 common cause, we‟ve clarified that.
cause,

we‟ve

clarified

that.

Now

you

deal

74
with

paragraph 142, 75 time and again, I think we‟ve exhausted it. I
know it comes back at a later stage, unless you want to go
15

deeper, it has become common cause, you go deeper, you
clarify, for instance page 76, 77, 78 we debated that.

We still

deal with the question of the price when we go deeper into the
Data Bus debate, but the price ceiling of the Combat Suite the
Commissioners have heard it, Fritz Nortjé testified how it was
20

heightened.

80.

I beg your pardon.

80, 81 .

82: “The alleged

disclosure of C2I2 price for the Data Bus and the alleged
maximisation of the French content”.

We‟ll deal with it at the

end, you have laid the foundation, you will see we are going to
come back to it at the end, you deal with it towards the end,
25

I‟ve demonstrated where you deal with it towards the end.
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R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Commissioners,

if

I

may

I

would,

however, like to in this issue of under the allegation headed,
that‟s paragraph 142, “My alleged failure to prevent Chippy
Shaikh from violating the acquisition process”, if I could just
5

highlight two factors that Young specifically alleges in his
memorandum or submission to t his Commission, he says that on
two, on one occasion that he refers to is where I was aware
that Shaikh had had meetings with Mr Mo ynot, referring, I
assume to a memorandum of the 2 nd of March which Moynot,

10

which Fritz Nortjé and I authored which says that Mr Moynot
related that he had had a meeting with Mr Shaikh and Admiral
Howell to discuss the Combat Suite and Young then goes on to
say therefore I was aware that Shaikh was interfering in the
combat system, that negotiations, and I should have, and by

15

not doing so was negligent and/or corrupt in not doing so.
Admiral Howell has testified on that and I don‟t
think we need to belabour that, it was simply a report by Mr
Moynot in the introductory remarks to the meeting, I was
certainly not present at the m eeting and I fully understood and

20

completely concur with Admiral Howell‟s remarks in his witness
statement to this Commission that that was a meeting by
himself, Mr Shaikh and Mr Mo ynot to discuss the impasse that
we were in on the combat system at that ti me, and it be
perfectly natural for the top management in the IONT and the

25

Navy to engage with Mr Mo ynot who was the ADS top manager
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to say there is a problem, you‟d better sort this out, otherwise
there‟s going to be a serious problem with breaching the
contract on the combat system, I wasn‟t present at that meeting
but Admiral Howell was related on that.
There was also a second occasion which Young may

5

be referring to, and that was a note that was done by myself
and Mr Nortjé wherein he described that du ring negotiations Mr
Moynot

had

suddenly

said

on

a

controversial

point

of

negotiation that in any case my view is supported by, to the
10

Chief of Acquisition.
Our distinct impression at the time when he, that he
was hauling his lost rabbit out of a hat, and of course the old
negotiating trick of referring to the superior of the person
that‟s disagreeing with you, we rejected it with contempt, we

15

told

him

very

sharply

we‟re

negotiating

with

you,

you‟re

negotiating with us and not Mr Shaikh and please do not
mention anything of that sort again.
Immediately

following

the

meeting

I

went,

immediately to Mr Shaikh, related the incident and asked him to
20

confirm that it was indeed so, he vehemently denied that it had
taken

place,

any

such

agreement, and

that

I

wa s

to

act

accordingly, which I did, and but because Fritz and I were so sort of, let‟s say surprised by this introductory by [indistinct]
who is normally a fairly rational man, sort of desperate attempt
25

to get us around to his point of view we made a note a nd that
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note is on the file.

This has also somehow been [indistinct] in

2001 a major thing, the Joint Investigation Team made a
forensic investigation, made most, made a lot of it. I wanted to
relate it to this Commission in the context that we made that
5

note.
ADV LEBALA:

Yes, do you want to add anything?

R/ADM KAMERMAN:
ADV LEBALA:

Nothing in that chapter.
Thank you.

Admiral Kamerman please be

informed that when I take you through the pages and I say this
10

has become common cause, you explain it de eper, I don‟t stop
you from commenting if you want to.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
ADV LEBALA:

Thank you Sir.
Adv Cane and the Bowman Gilfillan team

who have prepared this adequate statement might like to clarify
15

some of the issues at a later stage.

I am not only trying to

save time, equally be informed that I‟m not short -changing the
Commission to deprive the Commissioners from, depriving from
hearing some of the most important testimony but there are still
burning issues that we have to deal with.
20

R/ADM KAMERMAN:
ADV LEBALA:

Certainly Sir. Certainly, I do ...
Then

while

still

it

might

be

burning,

because everything is burning, this is not the court, it‟s a
commission,

all

these

issues

should

come

before

Commission, but there are still more burning issues.
25

certain you don‟t want to add anything?
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R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Well, where?

ADV LEBALA:

On

the

[indistinct]

story

and

the

interference. We are looking at page ... Just a minute.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
5

No, not on the [indistinct] issue, it was

pretty c lear that the, and I even raised that in my rebuttal
because Young makes a major point of that, that Kamerman
knew that Shaikh was interfering and did nothing to stop it.
Well,

it

couldn‟t

yesterday
10

be

Shaikh

further

had

from

absol utely

the

truth,

nothing

to

as
do

I

related
with

the

negotiations with the Combat Suite and had no influence on us,
but of course when we dealt with people like we know are on
the other side of the table he would from time to time, and he
did twice slip in you know somehow to mak e his own position
stronger

15

that

he

had

had

interaction

with

the

Chief

of

Acquisition.
ADV LEBALA:

Thank you.

Anything you want to add at

all to the topic on page 79?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
ADV LEBALA:
20

R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Yes.
Paragraph 143.
It‟s a long story because Young makes it

a long story. He in fact directly calculates ...
CHAIRPERSON:

I‟m sorry Admiral, if at all it‟s a long story

shouldn‟t we just take the tea break and then we‟ll start the
long story after tea.
25

R/ADM KAMERMAN:
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would be nice.
CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you, we‟ll adjourn for tea now.
(Commission adjourns.)
(Commission reopens.)

5

CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

NOTE: Witness confirmed to be still under oath.
ADV LEBALA:

Esteemed Commissioners, for the record

I‟ve taken off my jacket.

10

CHAIRPERSON:

Are you feeling hot?

ADV LEBALA:

I need more ventilation.

CHAIRPERSON:

Okay.

ADV LEBALA:

Thank

you

Chair.

Admiral

Kamerman,

before we took an adjournment we dealt with paragraph 142.1
headed on page 75 Commissioners, headed “My alleged conduct
15

to prevent Chippy Shaikh from violating acquisition process”
and then you summarise it, am I right?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
ADV LEBALA:

That‟s correct Commissioners.
In actual fact before we go to the next

heading I would like to take you back to one aspect that I
20

would

like

to

see

in

as

Consortium is concerned.

far

as

the

BAe,

C2I2,

Tellumat

It has become common cause that

the successful bidder who we know became the German Frigate
Consortium was announced on the 18th of November 1998.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
25

ADV LEBALA:
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bidders

who

didn‟t

succeed,

I‟m

talking

about

the

shipyards in the countries, would have preferred to work with
ADS.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
5

Yes,

they

in

fact

nominated

ADS

themselves separately and individually in each and every one
of their offers to the South African [indistinct].
ADV LEBALA:
the

fracas,

Now you testified about the altercation,
the

uncomfortable

situation s

and

relationships

between Mr Young and the directors of ADS, do you remember?
10

R/ADM KAMERMAN:
ADV LEBALA:

I do.
Now

as

at

that

stage

around

November 1998 when this announcement was being made are
you able to tell the Commission what was the relationsh ip like
between Mr Young and the ADS directors, briefly?
15

R/ADM KAMERMAN:

As briefly as I‟m able to Commissioners,

but yes, it was extremely tense.

As he states, very, very

correctly without any emotion behind it in his letter to me of
the 10th of December that he has a grave problem technically
with the proposed engineering solution.
20

Actually behind that

there were many, many acrimonious meetings lasting into the
night, especially those between him directly and the technical
director, with [indistinct] Chief Engineer for the Combat Suite
integration at ADS Mr Douglas Law -Browne and it was clear
there was a difference of opinion.

25

We watched the ball bouncing back and forth and
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intervened

but

it

was

necessary

to

have

these

technical debates to, so that the final solution would be of the
best benefit to us, but it, certainly Young took it to heart, he
was very aggressive in these meetings and he felt that the
5

architecture was the wrong architecture.

So, at that stage

things had ballooned into re ally quite a tense issue between
them, but I never assumed that it was more than a technical
dispute.
ADV LEBALA:
10

interests

Now as at that stage would you say C2I2

represented

by

Mr

Young

and

ADS

interests

represented by the directors who had an unsound relationship
with Mr Young would synergise, would you say that the interest
of both entities would synergise, or simply put they would work
together?
15

R/ADM KAMERMAN:
interest

of

participated

both
as

I

believed

parties
valued

to

so

because

work

member

of

it

together,
the

was

in

Yo ung

Design

the
had

Advisory

Committee, he had the Data Bus component of the Combat
Suite technology suite demonstrated and similarly ADS had
20

been working and have reached a point on the design of the
combat management system and the layout of the whole combat
system in terms of architecture and engineering, integration
and so on, so the technical [indistinct], the tenseness of the
dispute as yes, a bit strident but nevertheless manageable,

25

certainly

the
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[indistinct] ADS, that was not technical at all, it was purely
commercial and definitely I assumed this is just a common
cause as you would say, that that would have broken the
camel‟s back of the relationship, there is no doubt about that.
5

ADV LEBALA:

Now

the

consortium

between

BAeSEMA,

C2I2 and Tellumat was started more or less around that period?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Yes, that was according to Young‟s letter

to me that had been already achieved, they already signed a
joint
10

venture,

10th of December.

formal

c ontractual

relationship

by

the

Going back in time one assumes at least a

month of preparatory discussions and you don‟t just sign a joint
venture out of the blue, so it probably was during October, the
period i.e. during the period when it was clear that the, that
the German Frigate Consortium was going to be selected as the
15

preferred supplier unless something else intervened and in fact
they were so announced on the 18 th of November.
That‟s not an awful long time but on the 18 th of
November and the 10th of December, so I assumed, and no
offence at all as I‟ve already explained to you he had every

20

right as a South African citizen to do this, it‟s just a question
of whether it was going to cause problems in his relationship
with the other South African combat system industry.
ADV LEBALA:
high

25

that

this

Are you able to say with your head held
unfortunate

relationship

between

C2I2

as

[indistinct] by the interest of Mr Young and the directors of
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ADS fuelled the creation of this consortium?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

The,

firstly

[indistinct]

and

secondly

there‟s no doubt at all that this issue of him attempting to
displace [indistinct] with a foreign competitor, ADS as the
5

combat

system

management

[indistinct]

system

and

and

the

provider

leader

of

of

the,

the
as

combat
the

Main

Contractor in a sense because they would have certainly been
the Main Contractor‟s combat system partner as opposed, I
mean BAeSEMA would have then, you know that was absolutely
10

going to cause significant problems and I‟ll say a break in trust
between the two companies for the future phase, and the future
phase was the negotiation with the combat system, and that
was a critical phase of trust between contending parties, so at
the same time I believe that that did certainly influ ence the

15

feelings

of

particularly

ADS

but

in

general

South

African

industry towards C2I2.
ADV LEBALA:

Thank

you,

let‟s

proceed.

You‟ve

summarised paragraph 142 on page 75 headed: “My alleged
failure to prevent Chippy Shaikh from violating acquisition
20

process”, you‟ve already dealt with it time and again going
back

to

the

presence

of Mr

Shaikh directly

or

indirectly.

[Indistinct] yourself, speaking on behalf of the Joint Project
Team, also speaking on behalf of Project Sitron members, it
keeps coming time and again, we are not going to traverse it,
25

we close it, and I would like us to take paragraph headed: “The
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alleged manipulation of the price ceiling for the Combat Suite”
on page 79 on paragraph 143.

Now page 79 to 82, we are

going to pass it and come back to it later.

I would like you to

summarise it, I will take you through it. Paragraph 144 of page
5

82 headed “The alleged disclosure of C2I2 price for the Data
Bus and the alleged maximisation of the French content”, I
would like us to park it, it spa ns from page 82 to page 84. Now
you will appreciate at a later stage why I do this because there
are paragraphs ahead, way ahead that traverses these topics in

10

a far better way , albeit it in these specific paragraphs we deal
with these topics in a far bet ter way, albeit in the specific
paragraphs we deal with these topics with absolute clarity.
We‟ll park it and come back to it later and we‟ll summarise it.
Page 84 paragraph 145 headed “The alleged disclosure of

15

C2I2‟s price for the SMS (System Manageme nt System”), Fritz
Nortjé briefly touched on it, he will come and summarise it,
we‟ll also deal with it, it spans from page 84 to page 86,
paragraph 146 on page 86 headed “The addition of fees to
C2I2‟s price for the system SMS”, Mr Fritz Nortjé traversed it

20

also and laid a foundation for it.

We will come back to it, we

will summarise t, it spans from page 86 to page 87.
“The

alleged

deselection

of

SA

Subsystems

favour of French Subsystems”, page 87 is the real nub.

in
One

appreciates why these paragra phs were done this way but they
25

cover each other [indistinct] and then they are an incremental
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follow-up of each other, but some paragraphs clarify the others
more better.

We will deal fully with paragraph 147 page 87 to

page 91, we‟ll come back. That one we‟ll deal fully with it, the
others we‟ll summarise it.
5

Let‟s go to a controversial issue

that the Commission has heard about it of the missiles.

On

page

91

91

paragraph,

[indistinct]

paragraph

149,

page

paragraph 149 you will see that we are left wit h few pages to
complete your testimony because we start at the back and went
to the front.
10

Page 91 paragraph 149 headed “The Composition

of the Naval Surface -to-Surface Missiles (SSMS”), I take the
liberty to read 149 and paragraph 87 to 82 and 94 to 99 o f
Young‟s statement he alleges that, 149.1.1:
“The reduction in price of the SSM p rogramme by
excluding the cost of the missile rounds effectively
enabled the price of the rest of the Combat Suite to

15

be increased and that this benefitted Thales;”.
Next paragraph:
“My alleged failure during the JIT investigation to
state the number of missiles actually meant that
there was „something highly irregular in this regard‟

20

and that I lied to the JIT regarding the number of
missiles acquired”.
Let‟s pause there.

When you went to the JIT you were alive to

the fact that the issue of missiles was a burning issue, am I
25

right?
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R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Yes well, since Young takes us back to

the JIT, what Young alleged during JIT in his memorandum or
his so-called aide memoire, his sworn statement to the Joint
Investigation Team and his verbal coverage of that statement in
5

his evidence in the public phase he made the broad statement
that in his opinion we had bought no missiles, in fact the R182
million for the SSM missiles wa s a fabrication and we were
withholding the Navy collectively [indistinct] particular was
withholding that we had actually bought no missiles, it was a

10

fraudulent exercise and we were concealing that there no
missiles bought.
It was an absolutely bizarr e allegation, 17 missiles
were bought by the state, we invited the Joint Investigation
Team to come and inspect them and inspect the delivery notes

15

and the payment vouchers and so on and so forth, so that was
effectively dealt with, so this time around he cautiously steers
clear of that, otherwise [indistinct] take him out again in a
court or any other venue such as this quite effectively.

What

he now says that oh, we bought 17 missiles but you brought,
20

you didn‟t tell, you lied to the JIT and you‟re conce ding the
fact that six of those missiles w ere Block 1 SSM MM40 missile
from Aerospatiale and not all 17 [indistinct] would Block 2, a
variation of the missile.
It

25

goes

missiles, that we
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missiles in the South African Navy inventory and during my
testimony, and I now will return to the testimony, and I now will
return

to

the

testimony

that

thirdly

with

regard

to

these

missiles ...
5

ADV LEBALA:

Just pause there Admiral Kamerman, c ome

back, come back, I‟m about to lose control.

Remember I‟m

leading your testimony. You haven‟t responded to my question.
Actually you have traversed almost 2/3‟s of what this paragraph
headed “Composition of the Naval Surface -To-Surface Missiles”
10

is all about.

My question stems from having read paragraph

149.1.2 that:
“... failure during the JIT investigation to state the
number

of

missiles

actually

acquired

mean

that

there was „something highly irregular ...‟”.
15

Let‟s start here.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
ADV LEBALA:
come back.

Yes certainly, [indistinct].
Wait, wait, wait, come back, come back,

Is it true that you did not state the number of

missiles at the JIT?
20

R/ADM KAMERMAN: No,

it‟s

certainly

not

my

recorded

testimony, the records categorically, we bo ught 17 missiles,
Aerospatiale MM40 missiles.
ADV LEBALA:
respond to.
25

Thank you.

Let‟s go to 149 point 149.1.3, you‟ve laid the

foundation for it:
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“Six

of

the

missiles

acquired

are

operationally

useless to the South African Navy and thus further
missiles are required.

Young alleges that I lied to

the JIT regarding the missile variants acquired;”.
5

149.1.4:
“Missiles were in fact not bought but leased”.
149.2:
“I deny these allegations and set out the relevant
facts within my knowledge below”.

10

You‟ve already laid the foundation for that because this is
really important, I think let‟s deal with it, 149.3:
“The Naval Board reduced the number of SSMs to be
acquired

to

32

to

17,

due

to

affordability

constraints”.
15

Now this is a cost and, this is a cost and risk factor or only a
cost factor?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Only a cost factor Commissioners.

When

we couldn‟t get into the price ceiling of the combat system and
it risked the entire programme I went to the Naval Board and
20

said ammunition is something you can buy over time, secondly
and more importantly you shouldn‟t buy too many missiles
because they have a shelf life and therefore I recommend going
down from 32 to 17, 17 being 16, a full set for two ships, plus
one test miss ile and that thereby we say we are going to save

25

some R270 million.
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ratified that as a decision.
ADV LEBALA:

Now

we

have

covered

149.3

with

that

testimony. Then 149.4, but let‟s complete 149.4 by reading it:
“Young speculates that missiles were leased under
the SDPP.

5

This is false.

South Africa bought and

paid for 17 MM40 missiles under Project Sitron,
plus spares and test equipment”.
Now at that stage which country succeeded in the bid for
missiles?
10

R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Aerospatiale, that is a, at that time was a

French consortium, it is now a German/French international
consortium because MBDA is part of Airbus, Air Defence, it‟s a
Franco/German consortium.
ADV LEBALA:
15

Thank

you.

Let‟s

complete

149.4.

Commissioners, page 91 line number 3:
“These were delivered on-board the ships on their
delivery

voyages

from

Germany

to

save

money.

Save for those already used in test firings, they
may be inspected at the SA Naval Armament Depot
20

in Simons Town”.
Did you address the JIT hearing about this aspect?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Yes, I reported categorically they bought

17 missiles and they were delivered, at that time in 2001 they
had not yet been delivered but we bought and we were busy
25

doing factory acceptance tests.
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in France reporting to me inspecting them for acceptance, so
we were in the process of buying 17 or acquiring 17 missiles.
Today

they

are,

have

already

been

delivered,

they

were

delivered on-board the SAS Amatola and the SAS Isa ndlwana,
5

so the board avoid the Main Contractor [indistinct] delivery
fees as well as import duties and all that sort of nonsense and
they were delivered in the years 2003 and 2004 respectively
and now reside [indistinct] as all missiles do, in the cool, d ank
depot of South African Navy Armament Depot at the top of

10

Simons Town.
ADV LEBALA:

Thank you for the information, but come

back to my question.

Did you tell the JIT hearing that they

could come and inspect these missiles at the South African
Naval Armament Depot in Simons Town?
15

R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Yes,

I

invited

the

JIT

inspection if they wished to do so, they didn‟t.

to

have

an

The claim was

so bizarre, speculative and completely outside of Dr Young‟s
knowledge, it was a very simple thing to rebut.
ADV LEBALA:
20

Now

you‟ve

traversed

paragraphs 149 page 92, 149.5 to 149.6.

the

remaining

Remember you told

the Commission that there were two [indistinct] preferred above
the other.

I need not repeat what has been said in 149.5, we

know that the South African Navy selected for instance at the
top line:
25

“South African Navy selected the Aerospatiale MM40
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SSM as the missiles to equip the Corvettes”.
You‟ve clarified that. 149.5.2 at the top:
“The Block 2 is the latest variation of the MM40
family and has targ et discrimination and electronic
5

counter-countermeasure

features

Block

an

1,

which

has

older

superior

to

generation

the
of

electronics and therefore more limited attack and
end-game accuracy capabilities.

For this reason,

the first choice of the South Afr ican Navy, and the
10

version used in our evaluation was the MM40 Block
2.

For national security reasons, I refrain from

furnishing

details

of

the

individual

or

relative

combat performance of either of these two types of
front-line fighting weapons”.
15

Was this the position also of the JIT?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Yes

indeed, we

were

not prepared

to

discuss technical details in a public forum, I then invited to
present to the JIT a separate presentation where I would go
into some detail if they required it, they di d not require it, as I
20

said it was a completely specious allegation.
ADV LEBALA:

Now

let‟s

go

on

149.5.3

page

92

Commissioners:
“Whilst the Block 2 is the better, more modern
missile, the MM40 Block 1 is not an “operationally
25

useless missile‟ as Young alleges,
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is plainly wrong.

The Block 1 missile is a superb

and deadly ship-killing machine and is still in front line service today, ...”.
I mean are you talking about our country and other countries
5

[indistinct]?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
this

missile

in

I‟m talking about over 25 nations that use

front -line

service

to protect their

maritime

safety.
ADV LEBALA:
10

Thank you.

Actually you complete that in

that sentence, but the last portion of the sentence is:
“In 1999 they came at a cost per round considerably
lower than the Block 2 missile”.
Was this a risk factor or cost factor?

15

R/ADM KAMERMAN:

No it was simply a cost factor, I use the

analogy further on.

It‟s, it is a case in normal commerce that

when one upgrades a variant of anything, wheth er it be a
motorcar or a missile, the previous version or class of that
particular entity comes at a lower price.

If a new model C

Mercedes is on the market the price for the old Model C is,
20

even if they are brand new and standing still in the depots it
goes down, similarly Aerospatiale‟s marketing strategy was to
upgrade

the

missile,

they

invested

their

own

and

French

taxpayers‟ money in this, they upgraded it in a relatively
modest way because there is not a big difference between the
25

two missiles, but i t was the new, it was the new kid on the
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block, it was the new version out there, so if you bought new
missiles you would buy the latest version of that missile.

In

our case they still had available in their stores brand new
Block 1‟s and they said if you [indistinct] the Block 1 you are
5

going to save yourself a lot of money and you can use them for
test missiles, it was an absolutely valid and welcome argument
and we then split, instead of buying 17 Block 2‟s, we bought
nine Block 2‟s and they had eight B lock 1‟s available.

The six

by the way was wrong, Young must have read something, I
10

don‟t know, he probably didn‟t know the full story but there
were six Block 1‟s completely assembled and available for
testing and there were a total of two, another two B lock 1‟s
available in components which could be, if we gave the green
light, they would be assembled into missiles.

15

We gave the

green light.
ADV LEBALA:

Thank you, actually you clarified paragraph

149 and 5.4, the clarity [indistinct] of 17 bought missil es
instead of 32 and you explained in the self -same paragraph
about the attractive option, because we would be saving tens of
20

millions of Rand and it gave us a much cheaper way to expand
these test missiles.

Aerospatiale had six Block 1 missiles

available and the Joint Project Team recommended that the
first batch of surface -to-surface missiles should be split into
nine Block 2‟s and six Block 1‟s.
25

The Navy agreed and you

saved a significant amount of money.
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reading 149.6 page 93 Commissioners:
“Young alleges that in 2001, in the public phase of
the JIT, I referred only to the Block 2 and not the
Block 1 missiles.

That is correct.

I was not

prepared to discuss details of the SAN‟s missile

5

inventory in public which were secret.

In ord er to

deal with Young‟s speculation in his Aide Memoire
to the JIT that the SAN had bought no missiles at
all,

and

was

hiding

that

fact,

I

tendered

a

confidential inspection to the JIT”.

10

Now we go to the next paragraph “Allegations of Corruption in
the Joint Submission of Feinstein and Holden”.
paragraph
Information
15

150,

“The

sub-contract

Management

System

Corvette Combat Suite”.

for

(IMS)

the
to

Page 93

supply
be

used

of

the

in

the

Now the Commission has said so

much about it, but let‟s complete the p icture thereof summary
and

leave

that

which

is

not

relevant,

and

the

critical

importance of us traversing this paragraph, you will see it
simplifies explanation when we go back to those paragraphs
20

that we omitted to deal with that we deferred to deal with later.
Let‟s look at 150.1:
“At page 93 paragraph 1.6 of the Joint Submission,
it is alleged that:
150.1.1

25

Thales and ADS played a role as the main

tender board in the selection of the IMS supplied by
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their own group company, Detexis”.
This, the Commission have heard, actually it was invited by
Commissioner Musi , I remember him being specific that Detexis
had a relationship with GFC. 150.1.2:
“The GFC ensured the selection of the Detexis IMS

5

by claiming that the product offered by C2I2 was
risky, thus attracting an unjustified risk abatement
fee, without which C2I2 would have won”.
150.1.3:
“The categorisation of C2I2 Data Bus into category

10

B, rather than category C, ignored the fact that the
Detexis Data Bus was equally, if not more, risky
than C2I2 Data Bus, a fact they say was confirmed
in a Report on the Diacerto Bus , of which neither
the

15

PCB

,

nor

the

Cabinet

subcommittee

were

apprised”.
Now you say these allegations are expanded upon paragraph
147 and following. Now page 94:
“These allegations are false.

I set out the relevant

facts within my knowledge below”.

20

Now at this stage we know that C2I2 Data Bus was IMS and
Detexis was the Data Bus of Diacerto, am I right?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

That was the name given to the Detexis

company for the ..., it was a trade name of the particular Data
25

Bus.
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ADV LEBALA:
Data Bus systems”.

“The nature of the risk attaching to all
The Commission has heard about this, but

because you clarify it so well let‟s deals with it, it‟s succinct,
especially the main things. 150.3 page 94:
“The nature of the risk associated with the Data Bus

5

has been misunderstood by the critics”.
150.4:
“The Corvette combat system Data Bus was a highly
complex engineering system affecting the whole of
10

the Combat Suite performance” .
Do you think that analogy that remained with Appendix B holds,
if you can explain on this?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Yes Sir, I do.

But before we go further

on this may I beg the Commission‟s approval to return to
15

paragraph 149.5.4 as I realise there is a mista ke in my typing.
149.5.4, it‟s at the top of page 93 and the last sentence,
second, correction, the second last sentence: “... and the JPT
recommended that the first batch of SSM‟s should be split into
nine Block 2‟s and six Block 1‟s” should read, “shoul d be split

20

into nine Block 2‟s and eight Block 1‟s”.

It‟s not six, it was

nine plus eight, just for the record please, otherwise I will be
accused of lying to this Commission as well.

If I could then

answer your last question, ...
ADV LEBALA:
25

Just a minute Admiral Kamerman, I see the

Commissioners are conferring, just a minute.
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NOTE: Caucus.
CHAIRPERSON: Thank you.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
ADV LEBALA:
5

Thank you Commissioners.
Admiral

Kamerman,

let

me

refresh

you,

actually what you say in paragraph 150.4, you dealt with it
yesterday, am I right?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Yes, I did attempt to show how critical

the BUS is within the context of a complex warship combat
system.
10

ADV LEBALA:

You also showed the relationship between

the combat management system and the Data Bus integration
with that analogy yesterday, am I right?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
ADV LEBALA:
15

I hope I did Sir.
So you also dealt with what we see on

150.5. 150.6, that the Main Contractor retain full risk, you also
dealt with that, am I right?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Yes, indeed.

That‟s the critical, that‟s

the central point and it goes to the nub of the issue, there was
never a decision to select the Detexis on the basis of its
20

technical proficiency over the C2I2 Data Bus , it might have
been an issue of c orporate and technical risk within the context
of the Main Contractor‟s obligations to us.
ADV LEBALA:

Thank you, that has become clear, and I

beg your pardon that I interpose when you are still busy.
25

R/ADM KAMERMAN:
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ADV LEBALA:

I beg your pardon.

150, what the risk

entailed, I think the Commission has heard so much about it, I
don‟t even think we should read it.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
5

I just want to make one other point of

course that there‟s another risk here at stake, a risk that is
never talked about in these commissions ...
ADV LEBALA:

[Indistinct] yesterday about [indistinct].

R/ADM KAMERMAN:

It‟s [indistinct], it‟s our soldiers in our

service that depend on these t hings, this is not a failure or a
10

company that goes bankrupt, this is [ indistinct] and sea.
ADV LEBALA:

Thank you. 150.8 page 95:

“The Joint Project Team, fully supported by the
Project Control Board and the International Offers
Negotiating Team, required the Main Contractor to
retain the full risk responsibility for the Data Bus at

15

a vessel level.
Data

Bus,

This necessarily meant that the

regardless

of

the

supplier,

was

categorised into Category B for which the main
contractor
These

20

was

required

categories

of

to

risk

carry
are

the

full

described

risk.

further

below”.
I don‟ know whether I should traverse that because you know
the Commission has heard so much about it, and what is
significant
25

is

that

your

statement

clarifies

everything

and

simplifies it by building it concretely you know, to someone who
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is not even techn ical, but just ...
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Excuse me Sir, just to make the one point

very clear, we‟re not talking about buses of equal maturity,
we‟re talking about the technology demonstrated, never tested,
5

never fielded, never installed in any warship and th e other one,
the

mature

product

installed

in

many

warships

from

a

recognised supplier of these vessels, so it‟s not apples and
apples, it‟s apples and pears in the first instance.
ADV LEBALA:
10

Okay let‟s deal with the paragraph headed

“The specific risk attaching to the C2I2 Data Bus”, a foundation
had been laid for ...
CHAIRPERSON:

Advocate Lebala if you don‟t mind can I

make a suggestion?

15

ADV LEBALA:

Yes.

CHAIRPERSON:

The

previous

witness

dealt

with

these

issues fairly efficiently, we now understand exactly what it
means, we understand why the product of Richard Young was
put into a particular category, unless if at all the witness wants
to emphasise certain issues in this particular clause.
20

ADV LEBALA:

In actual fact the witness wants to explain

that the C2I2 Data Bus was a demonstrator and he, you heard
about it Commissioners.

As a report which is standing before

you where I think there was an engineering team that was
designated by the witness and Mr Fritz Nortjé to go and advise
25

them about the merits and the demerits of the Diacerto Data
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Bus [indistinct] was considered, I think he traverses it and that
report is standing before the Commission in File 2 page 632 to
636.

Now these are the issues that are traversed here and

most of which are commo n cause, I agree, unless you want to
5

take the Commission through specific points. Let‟s look at page
95.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

I certainly don‟t want to traverse all of

the detail that has been already laid before this Commission,
Commissioners, but I do giv e my evidence from a different
10

perspective than Mr Nortjé, secondly I‟m directly accused by Mr
Feinstein of criminal negligence in not raising the technical,
the brief technical report to the PCB, he makes that statement
several times and lists me at the e nd of his long submission, I
say “him”, referring of course to him and Holden, whereas of

15

course Mr Nortjé is not, so if you would allow me just to
amplify a few points please Sir.
ADV LEBALA:

Before you do that I would like the record

to correct me, for instance I refer to page 632 to 636 as the
preliminary report and the final report, those reports are in File
20

2, and I beg your pardon, just a moment Commissioners. Those
reports are covered as Annexure “JK13” on page 645 to 649
and the other report is “J K29” from 641 to 643.
briefly with them when we close your testimony.

We‟ll deal

Anything that

you want to say quickly, please you could summarise.
25

R/ADM KAMERMAN:
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BUS not only in perspective in maturity which I‟ve just done,
but also if you turn your attention Commissioners to paragraph
150, 150.15 where I ...
ADV LEBALA:
5

Commissioners, it‟s page 97.

R/ADM KAMERMAN:

97, just to again put it in the context of

what we‟re talking about here. I say that:
“The Data Bus represented less than 1% of the total
cost of the Corvette.
technology
10

critically

Yet a failure of C2I2‟s 1%

demonstrator
placed

at

sub -system

risk

the

would

have

contractual

and

operational performance of the remaining 99% of
the vessel.

Yet Young suggested (suggests) that

either the Main Contractor or the State should have
taken the chance and assumed the risk”.
15

Now what risk are we talking about?

I‟m not referring again to

my statements yesterday which put the risk of the Data Bus in
the context of the risk of the vessel, I‟m talking about the risk
that Young himself in writing to the main contractor fully
acknowledged. Young said: “Yes, I carry a risk and if you give
20

me R15 and you allow me nine months‟ freedom after the
signing of the main contract I will get my Bus up to a standard
of maturity of working maturity.

What was he was asking the

Main Contractor to do, and by the way he also says that the
Navy will be perfectly prepared or should be prepared to pay
25

this modest premium, I‟m not sure where he was going to be so
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cavalier with State money, but nevertheless we were not , Chief
of the Navy was not certainly.

However, you cannot conceive

where a Main Contractor signs for the contract of a ship of
R6.5bn on a project that was the totality of the four Corvettes
5

and the whole thing rests on whether the 20 -man company in
Kenilworth successfully develops and concludes that develop
only nine months later and there is no way that the main
contractor could have been asked to wait for nine mont hs
before he is aware whether the Data Bus , a critical component

10

of the entire vessel is going to work or not.
that

categorically

in

the

letters

that

And Young states
I‟ve

recorded

as

annexures, so Young himself was fully aware that there was a
risk.
Secondly, and I think that‟s the nub of the whole
15

thing, we wanted C2I2 Bus on board because we fed t his child
for seven, eight years.

As a result of him not placing a risk

premium in his offer to the Main Contractor we were left with
this [indistinct], he was the only company of the 18 South
African
20

companies

contractor,

that

did

that
not

bid

their

allocate

development of these systems.

systems
a

risk

to

the

premium

for

main
the

I‟ve listed in my statement a

whole list of companies such as Denel which accor ded almos t a
R100 million because the [indistinct] was immature, and they
put that in their price and that was the price the State was
25

actually going to have to pay through the main contractor.
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Richard Young never put a cent on top of that because he said :
“My Bus is technically proficient, it‟s my Bus, it arises from my
work being done as a PHD and it has no technical risk”.

We

tried very desperately to convince him that it was not so and it
5

was not a technical risk per se of getting data from one point
of the vessel to another, it was the corporate risk of the main
contractor having to assume the risk of performance with his
Bus, his immature Bus on board.

As a result of that it was

decided that senior members of the Navy and ARMSCOR, in this
10

case the CEO of ARMSCOR an our Navy officer just below the
Chief of the Navy Admiral Howell to go and try to reason with
Richard, we had tried to reason with ...
ADV LEBALA:

May I interpose Admiral Kamerman, the

Commission has heard that, I assure you, we have hear d it, and
15

this point that you are now emphasising I think it has struck
accord with the Commission, I thought that we are trying to
address positively what is seen in paragraph 150.15 on the 1%
that we laid the foundation on yesterday.

You completed the

picture now, I would like us to part ways with it.
20

What is

significant is that the C2I2 IMS Data Bus got to be classified at
a category B. Page 98 common cause, page 99 common cause.
CHAIRPERSON:

I‟m sorry Advocate Lebala, maybe let me

say this to the witness, the evidence that you wanted to lead
now regarding the meeting that the staff of ARMSCOR and/or
25

as a Navy had with Mr Richard Young in Cape Town, we are
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aware of it, the previous witness has already testified about it.
Is there any other thing that you want to add which you think it
relates to you personally as far as the allegations that were
made by Mr Young?
5

R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Yes, the allegations made by Young is

that we cheated him and we assisted or colluded with, or
corruptibly intervened to a llow the Main Contractor, in this
case ADS, or part of the Main Contractor to disclose his BUS,
that‟s simply not true, we bent over backwards, we had many
10

meetings other than the one that is being reported to you, Fritz
Nortjé and myself, Lewis Mathieson begging our friend and
fellow industrial partner for the last eight years Richard Young,
please see reason Richard, put, go and get the necessary risk
cover and then we can start talking.

15

When he refused finally I

then instructed myself and my colleague, Mr Nortjé instructed
our technical team, well we had a look at the alternative, we
had no choice, go and see that it‟s okay, whether it‟s possible
for you to conceive of this alternative thing called Detexis Bus,
they came back and they said yes, it‟s poss ible, and then we

20

started considering that as a real alternative, but only very,
very late in the day did we include Richard Young‟s BUS as a
contractual baseline because certainly the PCB still wanted
that second chance, they wanted to give Richard the be st
chance possible to reconsider, he refused to do so, there was

25

no choice in the matter, we went with the Detexis BUS and it
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was a good technical decision.
CHAIRPERSON:

Thank

you.

Advocate

Lebala, you

can

continue.
ADV LEBALA:
5

Thank you Chair, please draw my attention

esteemed Commissioners if you think I‟m rushing the witness.
I assure you Admiral Kamerman that this Commission would
give you all its latitude in hearing [indistinct] the point that
your selfless energy of preparing such an adequate st atement
does not fall by the wayside, if you want to traverse anything

10

you will be given an opportunity. I‟m l eft with five pages that I
want to congest and these five pages deal with some of the
most controversial issues, the report on the Diacerto Data Bus,
the

[indistinct]

report

and

the

final

report

in

the

PCB

information session, and then I‟ll go to those outstanding
15

issues.

Can we just deal with these loose points that we have

to concretise to complete the whole picture.

Page 100 “ The

Report on the Diacerto Bus”, I take it that the Commission has
heard about it.

Let‟s tell the Commission what the critics are

saying, page 100 paragraph 150.26:
20

“In paragraph 1.6.7 of the Joint Submission it is
alleged that a “Report on the Diacerto Bus; of which
neither the PCB, nor the Cabinet sub -committee,
was apprised, con firmed that the Detexis Data Bus ,
called the Diacerto , was equally, if not more, risky

25

than C2I2 Data Bus.
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Submission it is alleged that I was a member of the
PCB and that I should have submitted this report to
the PCB.

The PCB thus made a decision with

insufficient knowledge, also because it was not told
5

that the Detexis was a Thales subsidiary.

At page

159 of the Joint Submission, it is alleged that I was
implicated

in

corruption

in

failing

to

submit

„a

vitally important document to a selection institution
(the Project Control Board) that may have had a
10

material

impact

subcontractor

on
to

the
provide

selection
the

of

the

Information

Management Suite‟”.
Let‟s start here.

Wasn‟t your advantage that Detexis was a

Thales subsidiary when the consideration was made on to
15

choose between the integrated management system, Data Bus
of C2I2 and the Data Bus Detexis‟s Data Bus Diacerto?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

No, that was not a cons ideration at all.

The only consideration was in the maturity of the bus and the
weight, the experience-weight, the commercial weight and so
20

on of the offering company or companies in this case if you
want to compare C2I2 as a company to Detexis as a compa ny.
We were offered the BUS as an alternative after we urged and
instructed the main contractor to offer our BUS alternatives to
come within the budget and we were offered this BUS from what

25

was Dassault, Detexis, now recently owned, we weren‟t even
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aware at the time that it was owned by Thales, because it had
been

bought

in

the

previous

weeks,

the

Thales

Detexis

company, and we were offered that on the 26 th of May in the
best and
5

final offer.

My

response was, and

that of my

colleague Fritz Nortjé was imm ediate, we don‟t consider this
until we have inspected it technically, so Fritz and I instructed
our trusted subordinates who were directly responsible for the
engineering of the Data Bus Mr Lewis Mathieson , engineer from
ARMSCOR and Lieutenant Commander A ndrew Cothill, engineer

10

from the Navy, and by the way both of these individuals are
specialist engineers in Data Bus and data transmission and
combat

management

systems.

Our

direct

instruction

was

exactly in verbatim: “Chaps, go and have a look at this, c ome
back to us immediately, don‟t consider risk, don‟t consider
15

costs, would you just come back to us and tell us two things,
would it be able to do the job and does it meet our architecture
requirements?” because there are BUSES with different ..., for
example the Russian Data Bus uses Russian technology, it
would never integrate, so in this case we said go and meet

20

Detexis, get a briefing on the BUS, come back to us with a
report [indistinct] that will it do the job, will it comply with the
architecture.
ADV LEBALA:

Let me assist the Commission by just going

directly to page 641 of File 2 and of course we‟ve already
25

traversed the report on the Diacerto Bus, this is a very critical
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annexure in line with what you say. Please talk to what we are
seeing now in relation to paragraph 150.30 on page 101 and
what we see on Annexure “JK9”, “JK29” page 641.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
5

ADV LEBALA:

Yes, ...
643.

I‟m not going to allow you to read

each and everything there, I will take you through the relevant
parts, but explain

to

the Commission, for

instance

if the

Commissioners look at page 101 paragraph 150.30 they will see
the names that were mentioned of Mr Mathieson and Lieutenant
10

Cothill that you directed Mr Fritz Nortjé to go and obtain
further information.

Now that further information in relation to

Annexure “JK29”, please explain it.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
highly
15

capable

Yes

Commissioners,

engineers

had

the

our

meeting

worthy
with

and

Detexis

representatives, they came back and they wrote a report, that
is the Annexure 641 to 644.

The very first line after the

introductory paragraph says:
“From the outset it has to be said that Detexis, a
former Dassault is very knowledgeable and that the
20

proposed

LAN

(Local

Area

Network/ Data

Bus)

complies to the architecture proposed on 07 April
...”.
That was ADS‟s architecture:
“... and will do the job required”.
25

I also wish to say that this entire report, every single word of it
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verbatim, all four pages was included in Richard Young‟s Aide
Memoire to the Joint Investigation Team in 2001 with one very
important

difference,

he

simply

left

out

to

the

Joint

Investigation Team that very line that I‟ve just quoted, he
5

deleted it, and of course he was excoriated by the DoD and all
of the learned legal teams defending the DoD and ADS and so
on.

In other words Richard [indistinct], he left out the very

sentence which, even if he had left it in it would counter his
entire argument and he included the entire rest of the report.
10

Now what was the rest of the report?
Our engineers had been working for seven years,
for seven years our engineers Cothill and Mathieson had been
working with C2I2.

Naturally they were completely au fait with

the C2I2 BUS and naturally they had certain things to say
15

about the, let‟s say the beauty of the BUS, not t he sex of the
BUS, ...
ADV LEBALA:

Admiral Kamerman, may I interpose just to

have the Commissioners to come along with us. I would like to
draw the Commission‟s attention to File number 2 page 641,
20

page 641 Commissioners.

You will see that the document is

headed

the

Annexure

“JK29”,

report

on

the

Diacerto

BUS

proposed by the South African Navy of Project Sitron. Now
paragraph 1:
“This report is intended ...”.
25

CHAIRPERSON:
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mind, I was having a caucus with Judge Mu si here, we just want
to understand some aspect of this report.

The witness said

that this portion which ends up with the sentence which reads
like “and will do the job required” and he said that this portion
5

was deleted.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Correct Sir, it was deleted and Michael,

Mr Michael Cooper pointed that out and in fact Mr Young was
cautioned by the Public Protector not to go any further into it
less he be accused of, let‟s say not being forthright to the
10

Committee, to the Commission.
CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you. Thank you Advocate Lebala.

ADV LEBALA:

I‟m satisfied that the Commissioners were

just on the same page with you Sir.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
15

Yes, but may I proceed with describing

the rest of the document?

The rest of the document is our

junior, our subordinates‟ description to their bosses of the
warts

and

the

considering.

spots

of

this

new

thing

that

they

were

However, it was a preliminary report, they then

further went on when they came back to us, our good men said
20

to us: “Gentlemen, it will d o the job, its architecture, but it‟s
got warts and spots, we don‟t like this, we don‟t like that” and
we said, and we said well are you certain of that, and they said
no, because all we had to do was verbal information and some
brochure

25

information,

they

didn‟t

even

have

a

technical

description of the BUS to read, it was verbal from the Detexis,
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not Detexis engineers, Detexis marketing people that were
available.

So we said well that‟s not good enough technically,

and we agreed with you, go and have work sessions, technical
work sessions with their engineers and we asked and required
5

the main contractor to send the engineering staff to South
Africa and the engineering staff, the designers of the Detexis
BUS sat with our guys on at least two work sessions, the most
important one was the 6 th, that was the 15th and 16th of June.
In those work sessions the designers of the Detexis BUS and

10

our engineers poured over the details of the BUS, many, in
many respects their fears were completely allayed, for example
it was not a slow BUS, it was much faster than Detexis
[indistinct] Ethernet, I won‟t go into the technical details, it
was not a point-to-point system as Mr Feinstein, not a noted

15

Data Bus technologist alleges in his allegations, Feinstein goes
to

absolutely

details

such

as

Jitter,

data,

Data

Bus,

the

technology, I don‟t know how he is going to answer those in his
own submission to this Commission, but nevertheless.

In fact

as I said yesterday it‟s all a proxy for Young in any case, but
20

nevertheless

our

en gineers

declared,

and

they

wrote

a

subsequent report confirming that declaration which is in fact
the next, the next ...
ADV LEBALA:

Commissioners, it‟s Annexure “JK31” , I beg

your pardon, “JK30” on pages 645 to 648.
25

The witness is

drawing your attention to that document. You may proceed.
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R/ADM KAMERMAN: Sir, thank you.

What I‟m saying is they

wrote a subsequent report when they really got into the detail
of

the

Detexis

BUS

and

that

in

many

cases

allayed

or

[indistinct] or diluted some of the negative factors they said in
5

their preliminary report, and in fact they concluded that the
Detexis BUS would actually be okay and it would perform as
well as the C2I2 potential could perform, but I want to make a
very clear statement to this Commission, their deci sion of
which

10

BUS

to

include

in

the

main

contract

for

baseline

[indistinct] never turned around the technical relativity, the
technical

performance

between

the

two

BUSes,

we

were

satisfied that the Detexis BUS and the C1I2 BUS were at least
equal but they were different.

I think Mr Nortjé

used the

analogy before this Commission of a petrol car and a diesel
15

car, they‟re completely different but they do the same job.

So

I‟m not here at all to decry C2I2‟s Data Bus other than to state
the reality that it wa s not a mature product, but we‟d worked
long and we‟d worked hard and there is certainly no reason to
doubt
20

at

all;

that

Richard

Young‟s

BUS

was

adequate

technology, not mature but adequate technology.
ADV LEBALA:

Thank you Admiral Kamerman, thank you.

[Indistinct].
CHAIRPERSON:

Just hold on Advocate Lebala, let him just

finish the point that he was trying to make.
25

R/ADM KAMERMAN:
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absolutely

germane

to

a

very

[indistinct]

allegation

made

against my person, that I failed to bring the technical details of
the evaluation of the Detexis BUS, this preliminary document to
the Project Control Board.
5

Yes, I did not bring those technical

details and neither did my colleague, because these were
technical details which wer e outside of the scope of the Project
Control Board‟s milieu.

The Project Control Board was a

control board for strategy, for contracting, for costing and so
on, what we were saying to the Control Board that both BUSES
10

would do the job and that was adequa te for me.
The issue revolved around corporate risk, we could
either

have

[indistinct]

with

C2I2

BUS

with

a

huge

risk

apportionment, in other words cost to us, but also risk of
failure of the entire programme or we could have the Detexis
15

BUS without tho se commercial conditions or implications and
neither corporate risk because the [indistinct] advantage, and I
think you referred to that earlier Mr Lebala, was that Detexis
cannot be compared to C2I2, Detexis is the, even today, still
the world‟s foremost producer of Naval combat, in fact combat

20

Data Bus es, naval, air, land and so on, it‟s a huge engineering
company and it had been bought as an asset, as an acquisition,
a good acquisition by Thales, respectively the world‟s third
biggest producer or supplie r of military combat systems.
So, we had no doubt at all that Detexis within the

25

arms of Thales and supplying to the local contractor ADS, as
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part of his obligations within the Corvette Combat, Corvette
Supply Terms was absolutely not a technical or a c ommercial
risk, but I reiterate that the issue never revolved around the
technicalities between the two BUSES and therefore we had no
5

cause at all, it didn‟t cross my mind to bring these technical
details of this, the differences between one BUS and the ot her
when they were both adequate, to the Project Control Board,
what the Project Control Board had to be appraised of, and we
did so, that we couldn‟t live with the risk of the C2I2 BUS or

10

even the Detexis BUS in Part C, we couldn‟t bring it down to
Part C, and that‟s another issue if I may just one quickly, we
never made the Data Bus a Part B system, all systems were
Part B, because all systems were the responsibility of the main
contractor.

15

Part C was taking some of those systems that we

could live with, guns et cetera, that I explained yesterday, into
a new category of risk where we shared [indistinct] Part C.

So

we never, neither ADS nor the State took the Data Bus from
Part C and put into Part B, Part B was just the [indistinct]of
those
20

items

that

remained

within

the

risk

portfolio

and

responsibility of the Main Contractor.
ADV LEBALA:

Thank you Admiral.

There are two issues

that have to be clarified with that [indistinct] analogy.

Please

look at Annexure “JK29”, page 641 only, and “JK30”, page 6 45
only. I want to draw your attention to paragraph 2 on page 641
25

starting with: “During a two day work session over the period 3
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to 4 June 1999 ...”, and I want you to go to page 645 paragraph
2, it says:
“During a two day work session over the period 3 to
4 June 1999 ...”.
5

Now is there anything that refreshes you about these dates,
why are they similar?

Remember one; the report, one report is

preliminary and the other follows on it.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Yes.

The ... Sorry.

Yes, I have to at

this junctur e excuse my good engineering friends Mathieson
10

and Cothill, when they report, when they compiled the second
report they repeated the entire first report and then at the end
of that they go on to then report on further information that
they have received an d that‟s at the bottom of page 647 and
going over, no I beg your pardon, not on the bottom of 647, the

15

middle bottom of 648 where they go on to amplify the BUS as a
result of knowledge that they had acquired through these work
sessions, they are recorded o n the, the most important one
being on the 16th of June.

And in those further notes on the

Detexis BUS they in fact allay many of the architectural and
20

technical features, but quite frankly even if they had not
progressed to, let‟s say make the Detexis BU S appear better,
we would still have had exactly the same risk scenario before
the Project Control Board, because even the Detexis BUS as
they originally thought it was, the performance of the Detexis

25

BUS would have been adequate and would have done the jo b.
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As it transpired it was much, much better than that, so it was a
score again to us technically but it had no bearing on the
relativity of the corporate risk, at the end of the day even if the
Detexis BUS was not as technically proficient as the C2I2
5

potential BUS, bearing in mind that I use the word “potential”,
because it had never been demonstrated but nevertheless,
we‟ve [indistinct] scenario and we would still have had the
Detexis BUS on board today, the one simply represented a
corporate risk that was unacceptable to this day, [indistinct]

10

did not.
ADV LEBALA:

Thank you.

If I were to be specific, would

you say that recommendation was made to the PCB about the
preference of the Diacerto, Detexis Data Bus ?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
15

No, we did not make a recommendation

about that, what we did is we recommended strongly that the
BUS be retained, the Data Bus be retained or be categorised as
a part of the system.

If that was so then the cost premium of

the C2I2 BUS [indistinct] was too high for the State to bear
because another R42 million I don‟t know where we would have
20

got that money, if we had the money we could have [indistinct]
some missiles or some other functionality that the Navy had
very reluctantly reduced. We would not have paid that premium
without any reason to [indistinct] that premium other than to
provide Richard Young with a fifth contract on the SDPP phase

25

as I reminded you yesterday and [indistinct] yesterday he got
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four of the seven that he tendered for.
ADV LEBALA:

Then from what you say I‟d be right to say

the PCB was made to consider Diacerto Detexis Data Bus
because of the risk and cost factors?
5

R/ADM KAMERMAN:

That‟s correct Sir, the corporate risk, not

technical risk.
ADV LEBALA:

Now

was

that

consideration

not

a

recommendation?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
10

Well, [indistinct] we evaluated, we ...

I

personally presented on the 19 th and that‟s something I‟m sure
you are going to come to, where we informed the leadership
about what we meant by Part A, Part B and Part C risk sharing
contractual arrangement.

I wasn‟t personally at the PCB and

neither presented to the PCB on the 24 th, the next week, as I
15

was on course, the project officer at the time was Captain
Kevin

Watson.

However,

I

fully

agree

with

the

PCB‟s

recommendations and their ratif ication.
ADV LEBALA:

Now

would

I

be

right

to

say

the

considerations and/or recommendations to go with the Diacerto
20

Detexis Data Bus were not technical?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

No they were not Sir, provided that the

Detexis could do the job and we had been affi rmed that it could
do the job.
ADV LEBALA:
25

grounds?
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R/ADM KAMERMAN:

It was not at all on commercial ground, it

was on the cost grounds, the overall cost grounds of the risk
cover or the risk apportionment that the main c ontractor added
to Richard Young‟s BUS.
5

ADV LEBALA:

But that‟s where I would like you to clarify

something that has been of great concern.
your

testimony

under

paragraph 150.36.

this

heading.

We are done with

Look

at

page

I would like to read that paragraph to you

so that we should deal with one or two questions.
10

10 2

Page 102

Commissioners, paragraph 150.36:
“It is alleged that neither Mr Nortjé nor I presented
to

the

PCB

the

technical

report

from

our

engineering staff on the highly technical differe nces
in the two combat system Data Bus options on offer.
15

These

allegations

reveal

the

fundamental

misunderstanding of the nature of the PCB and our
reporting to it.

The PCB was neither a technical

review board, nor a middle -management forum to
adjudicate on the technical detail of sub -systems
20

being

considered

for

inclusion

in

the

contract

technical baseline”.
Let‟s pause there.

You agree that the PCB was a decision -

making body?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
25

ADV LEBALA:
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that ... Now let‟s read further:
“It was a top management control board for the
strategy and direction of the project”.
That comes from its constitution and what it does as its
5

function, the Commission has heard so much about it.
“We

thus

reported

the

strategic

issues

of

the

technical negotiations to the PCB such as costs,
overall progress/problems, evaluations of the major
equipment,

pricing,

contracting

structures

and

contract risk issues, but not technical issues”.

10

Now would you agree with me that when you were doing that
you were assisting the PCB to make a decision?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

That‟s correct, that was our obligation

under A.
15

ADV LEBALA:

Now doesn‟t Mr Young [indistinct] that if

you look at what I‟ve read to you in 150.36 and yo u say no, no,
the PCB cannot be bothered about this information because it
was neither a technical review board, nor a middle -management
forum to adjudicate on the technical detail of subsystems being
20

considered for inclusion in the contract technical base line.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
ADV LEBALA:

That‟s correct.
But it doesn‟t make the decision in the

abstract, it has to be informed and educated, am I right?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
25

Absolutely and they didn‟t do so on the

BUS, we didn‟t talk about the BUS‟s technical detail to the
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PCB, we said if you take this BUS from C2I2 and you put it in
category B or you categorise it as category B, then there‟s a
risk, a serious corporate risk that arises and secondly there is
a risk premium to be paid to cover that corporate ri sk.
5

At that

stage the risk premium was R42 million, so it was a very easy
decision for the Project Control Board to make, there was no
advantage at all other than an additional contract to a local
sub-supplier,

but

amount of money
10

with
and

a

huge

disadvantage

subsequent corporate

of

a

risks

massive
with

an

immature BUS.
The main contractor never withdrew C2I2‟s BUS
from the competition, they always offered C2I2‟s BUS right up
until the best and final offer, but with an alternative it was
cheaper and less risky [indistinct]. I can tell you now that as a

15

representative of a major contractor that the GFC, ADS would
have been overjoyed to that the State undertake risk for the
Data Bus because they would have been absolved of any risk
and any subsequent clai ms for damage or performance or
liabilities relating to the BUS, but as I explained yesterday you

20

cannot separate the BUS from the Main Contractor.
ADV LEBALA:

But let‟s pause there.

I think you are ducking my question.

Let‟s pause there.

Let me unders tand.

Mr

Fritz Nortjé is an engineer, am I right?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
25

ADV LEBALA:
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before the PCB.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
ADV LEBALA:

Yes, indeed he was.
I can take you to the minutes, let‟s no t

waste time, where he went before the PCB on technical issues,
5

do you agree?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
before

the

PCB

Yes,

but

there

not

at

were

the

technical

level

of

issues

laid

discussing

the

proficiencies of this BUS with [indistinct], absolutely not, not
to my knowledge.
10

I could have produced to the PCB many,

many presentations on selections of radars, of missiles, of
sonars,

we

never

went

into

the

technical

details

of

the

differences between the two competing entities or the three
competing entities at all.
ADV LEBALA:
15

But that‟s where I have a problem because

I could take you to the minutes that shows that the PCB was
informed

about

the

distinctive

differences

between

the

integrated management system C2I2 Data Bus and the Diacerto
Detexis Data Bus by the engineers who were there.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
20

ADV CANE:

I beg your pardon Sir, the PCB?
Commissioners, I wonder, in fairness to

the witness the lunch adjournment is very close and I think it
would be fairer to the witness if my learned friend actually
located the document to which he is referring and allow the
witness to comment on that.
25

CHAIRPERSON:
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that I also can‟t follow the question. I simply can‟t follow your
question Advocate Lebala.

You are referring to a particular

minute, I see it‟s already 13h00, we are going to take the lunch
adjournment, during lunch locate that document that you are
5

referring to and then from there you can proceed with the
witness.
ADV LEBALA:

Thank you Chair. Thank you.

CHAIRPERSON:

We‟ll adjourn for lunch.
(Commission adjourns.)
(Commission reopens.)

10
CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

NOTE: Witness confirmed to be still under oath.

15

CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you. Advocate Lebala.

ADV LEBALA:

Thank you esteemed Commissioners.

Mr

Kamerman, I just want us to go back, I just want to clarify one
aspect that came up that was raised by the Commissioners.
What

has

become

common

now

not

considering,

I‟m

cause

going

to

is
use

that

the

issue

of

recommending,

of

considering the Diacerto Detexis Data Bus was not based on
20

commercial considerations or technical consideration, firstly it
was based on the risk factor, am I right?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
ADV LEBALA:

That‟s essentially correct Commissioners.
That‟s clear, I think [indistinct], but the

concern raised starts from what we see on page 102, 150.36.
25

Now bearing in mind that issues of technicalities did not come
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into the picture, that has become clear, the Commission has
been taken through evidence that demonstrate that the risk and
cost actually became a [indistinct] factor [indistinct] Detexis
Data Bus was considered but listen to what you say here, and
5

in all fairness to Mr Young I would like to know whether you
agree with that, page 102 paragraph 150.36:
“It

is

alleged

that

neither

Mr

Nortjé,

nor

I,

presented to the PCB the technical report from our
engineering staff on the highly technical differences
in the two combat system Data Bus options on

10

offer”.
I agree there was no need, because the issue of technicality
[indistinct],

that

I

agree.

That

I

agree

because

the

consideration was the question of risk, hence the Detexis Data
15

Bus was looked at as [indistinct] Data Bus was looked at
[indistinct].
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
remained

in

No, if I may interject. Both BUSES were,

category

B,

neither

of

the

two

BUSES

were

Thank you, then I stand corrected.

It‟s

[indistinct] category C.
20

ADV LEBALA:

okay what I [indistinct] that refers to [indistinct] category C, an
expert of your calibre.

Let‟s look at them as category B, but

what is [indistinct] significa nce it‟s a risk factor.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
25

ADV LEBALA:
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“These

allegations

reveal

a

fundamental

misunderstanding of the nature of the PCB and our
reporting to it”.
That‟s why [indistinct].
5

If we look at the functi ons of the PCB,

I‟m not going to waste time, you did agree there is a decision making body which needs to be better informed before it makes
decisions.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

That is ..., hence if I can draw your

attention to my “JK18”.
10

ADV LEBALA:

It‟s okay, it‟s alright, it‟s okay.

R/ADM KAMERMAN:
reported

on

the

Well, it‟s fundamental actually because I

28th

of

May,

27th

of

May

to

that

same

[indistinct] body, the PCB, Dassault Data Bus or Dassault
[indistinct] Detexis because it used to be owned by Dassau lt,
15

Dassault Data Bus now offered in place of the C2I2 BUS.
“Project

Team

awaiting

full

specification

and

system

architecture duplications before this can be deemed to be
acceptable”, and I‟m quoting from page number 471, that is
“JK18”.
20

So we didn‟t, we were not silent on the BUS at all, it

was a fundamental decision point, but we merely said on the
27th of May, a very good demonstration because it‟s exactly, it
was a few days later if you remember the 3 rd and the 4th during
meetings with Detexis, [indis tinct] first checking it up before
we deem it acceptable and even consider it.

25

ADV LEBALA:
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are at a tangent.

Part of it is correct, all that I‟m trying to

address you is would I be correct in saying what you are s aying
in this paragraph, the PCB, line number 5:
“The PCB was neither a technical review board, nor
a middle-management forum to adjudicate on the

5

technical detail of subsystems being considered for
inclusion in the contract technical baseline”.
I

don‟t

think

you

are

saying

it

doesn‟t

receive

technical

submissions.
10

R/ADM KAMERMAN:

No, no, I‟m not saying that at all. What

I‟m saying is the PCB‟s function was not that of the JPT, the
JPT‟s function was to adjudicate on technical matters and to
bring those recommendations to the Project Control Board,
which we did.
15

It was not for the Project Control Board to

assess the BUS [indistinct] between [indistinct] FDDI BUS of
Richard Young and the fast Ethernet BUS of Detexis, they
didn‟t have the competence and t hey wouldn‟t have done so.
ADV LEBALA:

Thank you. But even if you did not use the

word “adjudicate” the PCB has to decide on the technical
20

issues.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Indeed

the

PCB,

the

word

includes all matters that are not commercial or

“technical”
In dustrial

Participation, so in this case the PCB as a creature of the IONT
and the IONT was particularly constituted so that Mr Swan
25

headed

up

the
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technical contractual negotiations.
ADV LEBALA:

Thank you.

Thank you, thank you, but

that‟s why the constitution of the PCB would mention the
following, it directs the overall project acquisition strategy, it
5

determines or clarifies [indistinct] policy as it may impact the
projects.

It provides guidance and direction to the project

teams, it monitors [indistinct] decisions but significantly it
makes decisions or obtain higher level authorisation concerning
matters outside of the responsibility for the project team.
10

let‟s pause there.

But

Isn‟t it the reason why the engineers do

appear before you?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
capacity

as

Yes.

managers

In this case engineers in their

[indistinct] acting

programme manager of Sitron.
15

as

the

ARMSCOR

I‟m not an engineer, I‟m an

operational officer and I was the project officer, so not in my
knowledge was any engineer ever called to give evidence to the
PCB or to give, submit reports to the PCB as an engineer, but
what you just read about the PCB‟s functions were perfectly
correct.

20

ADV LEBALA:

Thank you for the additional informatio n

but it‟s common cause that Mr Fritz Nortjé himself went to
prepare a report because of his engineering background.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

No Sir, I would not say that, he prepared

a report as the ARMSCOR programme manager, there‟s no
25

technical detail in tha t report.
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Fair enough.

That report was prepared

with a view to assist the PCB, am I rig ht?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
ADV LEBALA:
5

Absolutely, and I did.
Yes.

But now let‟s get to the point.

What

has become clear is that there were PCB meetings whe re the
PCB dealt with technical issues. Do you agree?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

No,

I

don‟t

agree

on

that,

no

any

technical discussion ever, the PCB on the merits of one piece
of component versus the merits of another piece of component,
10

electronically or mechanically.
ADV LEBALA:

Now you are ...

CHAIRPERSON:

I‟m sorry.

Advocate Lebala, I think I must

point out you have now put this question several times to the
witness that the PCB was dealing with technical issues.
15

He

said on several occasions no, maybe don‟ t ask that question
again because otherwise we are turning around on one issue.
ADV LEBALA:

Thank you.

I want to refer you to the

minutes of the PCB and demonstrate to you that the PCB dealt
with technical issues.
20

Without wasting the Commission‟s time

there‟s a minute of, the minute dated 23 rd March 1999, it‟s a
minute of a meeting of 08, you may write it down, it‟s on
record, it‟s in the bundle of Mr Fritz Nortjé, there is a bundle
of Mr Fritz Nortjé that dealt with the PCB minutes, it‟s in page
31.

25

Actually it starts on page 31, it goes to page 34, it‟s a

PCB meeting dated 23 March 1999 which captures the minutes
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of a meeting of 081000BMarch1999.

Now you were present for

that part of the meeting and even Mr Nortjé was present.

Now

something that come s up at that meeting, in paragraph 19, you
may make a note, on page 34 there‟s a paragraph headed
5

“Technical [indistinct]

and Progress”.

Now fortunately or

rather unfortunately the subject is submarines.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
ADV LEBALA:

I can‟t answer for that matter.
No that‟s not my point, my point is the PCB

looks at Project Sitron and Project Wills.
10

You were present in

those meetings when both projects were dealt with.

It‟s not a

question of whether it was in the context of submarines, I‟m not
even going to ask you questions as to what the details are, that
technical progress was, the issue is the technical progress
report was presented before the PCB, that‟s all that I‟m trying
15

to draw your attention to.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

I have no knowledge of that report Sir, I

can‟t remember what it contained and I have nothing to say
about it, it was another project.
ADV LEBALA:
20

Fair enough, but let me complete by saying

to you under that paragraph 19 it is said, and I see my learned
colleague seems to have fou nd that minute.
ADV CANE:

Commissioners, it may be of assistance to

know that the minute appears at page 606 of Volume 2 of the
files that are currently before us and that may assist us to
25

follow [indistinct].
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ADV LEBALA:

Commissioners,

I‟m

indebted

to

our

learned colleague, this explains the importance of receiving
these files timeously. We scanned through the minutes because
there was no need for us to deal with them [indistinct] as to
5

why we couldn‟t locate this minute.

Now let‟s look at this

minute Commissioners, starting on page 606. If you look at the
top the date is the 23 rd March Commissioners, 1999, and
minute is headed: “The Minutes of the Project Control Board
Meeting
10

held at DAPD on 081000B

March 1999 to review

Project Sitron, Wills and Maulstick”. Can you see that the PCB
deals with all the projects?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

As the project officer Maulstick and the

project officer of Sitron, yes, I certainly can.
ADV LEBALA:
15

Then you will know at one time you were

the project director of both projects, am I right?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

After the conclusion of these contracts, I

was.
ADV LEBALA:

Yes.

Now you were present, let‟s look as

to whether you were present or not. For instance if you look at
20

the top Mr Shaikh was present, Admiral Simpson -Anderson was
present, present for part of the meeting is yourself, can you
see?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
ADV LEBALA:

25

Indeed.
I see Captain Reed, the project officer of

Project Wills below you, and towards the bottom is Mr Fritz
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Nortjé.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
ADV LEBALA:

Yes.
Now go to page 609.

In all fairness look

at paragraph 19 item 6, the subject is headed “Submarine”, I‟m
5

not going to the content.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Yes, but I wasn‟t there Commissioners.

If you look at the note it said: “Members of the Corve tte Team
Withdrew”, that included me.
ADV LEBALA:
10

But that‟s not the issue whether you were

there or not, the issue is what does the PCB deal with?

I‟m

just trying to draw your attention that it‟s in front of you, look
at

page,

paragraph

“Technical Progress”?

19.

Can

you

see

that

it‟s

headed

Look at page 609 paragraph 19 under

the item 6 headed “Submarines”. Can you see?
15

R/ADM KAMERMAN:
ADV LEBALA:

I can.
Okay.

Look at paragraph 19, please read

it for the record.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
ADV LEBALA:
20

R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Paragraph 19: “Technical Progress”.
Now proceed.
“The project officer gave a briefing on

the technical progress (see Appendix E)”.
ADV LEBALA:

It‟s okay, you can pause there. We are not

going to waste time by even going to Appendix E, but c an you
see that the issue of the technicalities comes in?
25

that?
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R/ADM KAMERMAN:
ADV LEBALA:

I certainly can see that yes.
Now I want to refer you to another minute

that deals specifically with Project Sitron where you were
involved, where technicalities were dealt with.
5

Before we

proceed I think the Commissioners are conferring, we‟ll start ...
COMMISSIONER MUSI: No you can continue, you can continue.
ADV LEBALA:

Okay.

I don‟t know whether this minute,

my colleague has been combing but ...

My colleague Mr

Ngobese has been combing to see whether it‟s in the current
10

bundle, but in the Fritz Nortjé bundle the minute is on page 54,
it starts on page 54.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
ADV LEBALA:

Of my minutes, of my witness ...
No, no, for the recor d, of ...

Not your

[indistinct], beg your pardon Admiral Kamerman, I think we are
15

trying to get our colleagues to assist to locate it.

It‟s in the

Fritz-bundle of PCB minutes starting on page 54 and it ends up
at page 59.

Before you even look at the app endices, but the

relevant portions, I‟m going to draw your attention to it.

On

page 54 we see that, I see that my colleague is scrolling to see
20

whether she could assist us.

It is dated the 25 th of May 1999,

it‟s headed: “The Minutes of the Project Contro l Board Meeting
held at DAPD on 281045BApril1999 to Review Project Sitron
and Wills”. I see that you were present at that ...
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
25

ADV LEBALA:
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R/ADM KAMERMAN:
ADV LEBALA:

Yes.
Page?

R/ADM KAMERMAN:

It was the PCB on which date, it was

April?
5

ADV LEBALA:

It‟s ...

The minute is dated 25 th May 1999

but it‟s on 281045BAPR1999.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

April.

It‟s the minutes of the April PCB

meeting in other words.
ADV LEBALA:
10

Yes, which page is it?

R/ADM KAMERMAN : I don‟t know now where I saw it.
ADV LEBALA:

But

I‟m

going

to

request

the

Commissioners to take us into their confidence because you
are the last person [indistinct] Commission. I just want to read
through because we don‟t want to waste time.
15

We just want to

illustrate the principle, it‟s not [indistinct] testimony.

Nothing

turns around it except to clarify this in all fairness to Mr
Young, that‟s all [indistinct] because the [indistinct] drawn only
specifically on this point. I would like to draw your attention to
page 56, please look at Mr Fritz Nortjé‟s [indistinct], it seems
20

so, I don‟t know whether our colleagues have located it.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

I would like it in front of me before I

respond.
ADV LEBALA:
Commissioners
25

Well, I‟m going to beg indulgence to the
to

allow

us

just

to

illustrate

[indistinct] because that‟s not important.
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I‟ve

drawn

your

attention

to

it.

I

see

the

Commissioners are conferring.
CHAIRPERSON:

Advocate Lebala, you are the only one who

has got that document, I wasn‟t aware that you were going to
5

read from the documents in Nortjé‟s file, so the easiest thing
for you to just, to read that into the record.
ADV LEBALA:

Thank

you

Chair,

actually

expediency

[indistinct] and I am indebted to your judicial instincts.

Now

I‟m going to page 56, the relevant portion, paragraph 15 is
10

headed “Combat Suite”, the relevant portion is paragraph c
“Foreign Procured Items”, “The Project Officer ...”, who I know
is yourself:
“...

provided

the

technical

evaluation

results

pertaining to very technical issues, the surveillance
15

and [indistinct] acquisition [indistinct] hull mounted
sonar HMS options i.e. the best and final offers
which

had

been

received

through

the

German

Frigate Consortium on the 20th of April 1999”.
Now I don‟t have to delve deeper into it, the technical issues
20

were also addressed.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

[Indistinct].

The

PCB

was

inter

alia

considering the technical baseline [indistinct], so most of the
things they considered were under the so -called description as
technical, technical as opposed to commercial, as opposed to
25

industrial participation.
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example

of

what

I‟ve

been

trying

to

tell

the

Commission for some time this afternoon. Those decisions laid
in front of the PCB for the selection between an ATLAS sonar
and the Thales Sonar and the Italian [indistinct] sonar between
5

a Thales radar and an Ericson radar and a German Dassault
radar were exactly what was la id in front of the PCB but not the
technical details of the evaluation and the, for example a
description of the difference between the range of the one
radar versus the detection range of the missile of the other

10

[indistinct] and so on and so on, what was laid in front of them
was that we have evaluated these [indistinct] and we were
recommending that one and the PCB said yes.
ADV LEBALA:
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

15

Thank you. Thank you.
Now excuse me Sir, I must say that the

issue here is exactly the same one, we did not ever intend and
neither did we lay before the PCB ...
ADV LEBALA:

Admiral Kamerman, I ask the questions.

I

ask the questions.
CHAIRPERSON:
20

Advocate

Lebala,

I‟m

controlling

the

process.
ADV LEBALA:

I beg your pardon.

CHAIRPERSON:

If at all the witness wants to give us more

information I think he should give us more information.

If I

think that it‟s not necessary for him to give us more information
25

I will rule so.
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ADV LEBALA:

I‟ve got no doubt Chair, [indistinct] Chair.

CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

Admiral Kamerman, you can

continue.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
5

Thank

you

Sir,

it‟s

not

a

point

of

contention at all to my learned colleague, it‟s just simply to
illustrate that what has been saying, because essentially while
he was asking me a legitimate quest ion why did we not tell the
PCB, why did we not lay it before the board is a very detailed
technical component level decision and difference between the

10

one BUS and the other, it is simply this, that we never laid any
technical issues at that level of engi neering detail to the PCB.
And he‟s used the example, so I‟m going to unfortunately leave
it and put something [indistinct] gain some leverage out of it.
He‟s

15

used

the

example

of the

foreign

procured

items, there‟s no evidence that we laid before the Pro ject
Control Board the technical differences between the radars and
[indistinct], what we did, we said we have evaluated that
against

our

value

systems

which

were

approved

and

we

recommend that this one comes first, this one comes second,
20

this one comes th ird and at no stage did the PCB disagree and
every stage they agreed with our recommendations.

In a very

similar way where we talked about the BUSES, the Detexis BUS
and the C2I2 BUS we never laid before the PCB by intent, and
we never [indistinct] of goi ng to that level.
25

engineering
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milliseconds between the speed at which data pass across the
different BUSES, what we said is this BUS has got risk and
cost, this BUS had less risk and less cost and the PCB agreed
that both BUSES at any rate must be kept at the level of one
5

contract, by keeping the Detexis BUS or any [indistinct] BUS at
the level of the main contractor the price [indistinct] of the
BUS was almost R50 million and with the other BUS the
technology

[indistinct]

only

carried

a

very

large

risk

apportionment that we felt was inappropriate for the risk that
10

the State was prepared to accept.

So, getting back to the

whole thing we never discussed the technical details between
the

one

BUS

and

the

other

ergo

the

report

of

our

own

subordinate engineers [indistinct] as part of our own JPT‟s
technical evaluation of these BUSES was in our view not
15

something germane to the level to which the PCB made, albeit
technical decisions but not engineering tec hnical decisions,
corporate technical decisions. Thank you Sir.
ADV LEBALA:

You

have

not

answered

my

question.

Actually I want to close by saying the following, I have referred
20

you to the minute earlier on and that minute [indistinct] related
to the substance that deals with technicalities of these three
items, am I right?

I‟m not talking

about going into

the

technical components [indistinct] issues, no, I‟m talking about
the subject itself.
25

R/ADM KAMERMAN:
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performance versus their cost, that was what we did.
ADV LEBALA:

All that I‟m trying to show you is that

technicalities and technical issues were discussed before the
PCB, whether ...
5

May I finish?

Whether you go on to the

content and [indistinct] technical components and [indistinct],
that‟s not [indistinct], I just wanted to draw your attention
because of what you say in paragraph 150.38 and I want to
summarise.

I want to summarise.

Let‟s go to page 103, I just

want to ask you two questions and we‟ll hav e to close this page
10

and then rehash those remaining pages that we can summarise
in 20 minutes and we will be done.

Page, please look at page

103 paragraph 150.36. At the top you say:
“We

thus

reported

the

strategic

issues

of

the

technical negotiations to the PCB, such as costs,
overall

15

progress/problems,

equipment,

pricing,

evaluations

contracting

of

structures

major
and

contract risk issues, but not technical issues”.
Do you agree with me that you did not go into the content, the
technical components, that is the level [indistinct].
20

R/ADM KAMERMAN:

I‟m sorry, pose that last sentence again

please?
ADV LEBALA:

All that you are saying is that you reported

these [indistinct] issues of the technical negotiations to the
PCB such as cost, overall progress a nd problems, evaluations
25

of major equipment and that‟s technical equipment, do you
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agree?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
ADV LEBALA:
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
5

ADV LEBALA:

It‟s of course technical equipment yes.
And it‟s technical.
Yes, yes, it‟s obviously yes.
Yes, but all I‟m saying is that technical

issues were discussed but not at a technical component level
[indistinct] issues, that‟s all that I‟m saying.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

I

fully

agree

with

that

statement

Commissioners.
10

ADV LEBALA:

Now let‟s finish. Line number 5:

“Neither Data Bus represented any technical issue
that needed the attention of the PCB”.
You can‟t say that.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
15

ADV LEBALA:

I do say that.
But we‟ve just demonstrated to you that

the PCB is a decision-making body, it has to be informed, take
decisions, bearing in mind that from the onset we said to you
that we don‟t dispute the fact that the technical issues would
not influence the decision, that‟s not what we are saying, the
20

decision was influenced by risk factor.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Yes

indeed

Commissioners,

precisely why I stand by that statement.

that‟s

We did not need to

bring to the PCB the technical variation between the two
BUSES, it was at a low level of engineering detail.
25

What we

brought to the PCB was the risk intended on each of the two
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BUSES and in particular the risk [indistinct] on placing the
BUSES at a category B which then was of course a corporate
risk on the main contract.
statement,
5

there

was

no

But certainly I stand by this

need

to

bring

the

difference

in

millisecond [indistinct] between the [indistinct] to the attention
of the PCB, we did not do that in this case and we did not do
that

in

any

other

case,

although

yes,

I

agree

with

the

statement, these were all issues relating to technical issues,
technical
10

evaluations

but

technical at

the

higher

level

of

technicality.
ADV LEBALA:

Please look at File number 2, this is my

last question on this, File number 2, I want you to look at
“JK29”, page 641 to 64 3, and I would like you to flag it against
“JK30” page 645. 649. Are you there?
15

R/ADM KAMERMAN:
ADV LEBALA:

I‟m there.
Now these minutes, or these reports that

we referred you to, do refer to technical issues, am I right?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

Absolutely,

these

were

detailed

engineering reports at the level of the JPT engineering staff.
20

ADV LEBALA:

Now in line with the functions of the PCB,

which includes the following; “to direct the joint acquisition
activities for cardinal projects for the South African Navy”, do
you agree that they had to be informed about these r eports?
Remember the PCB is a decision -making body, listen to what it
25

does, its purpose, before you even go to the functions, “it is to
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direct the joint acquisition activities for cardinal projects for
the South African Navy”. We‟re dealing with a cardin al project,
am I right?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
5

No,

absolutely

we‟re

dealing

with

a

cardinal project.
ADV LEBALA:

Now these two reports do refer to technical

issues, am I right?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:

These

two

reports

refer

to

the

engineering evaluation of whether the BUSES would be okay
10

and whether they would do the job, yes.
ADV LEBALA:

Now amongst the functions of the PCB is

to do the following; “to determine [indistinct] policy as it may
impact the projects, to provide guidance and direction to the
project
15

teams,

decisions

to

to

monitor

obtain

higher

milestone
level

decisions,

authorisation

to

make

concerning

matters outside of the responsibility for the Project Team”,
those are some of the most important functions.
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
ADV LEBALA:
20

Yes.
Now wasn‟t it important for the PCB to be

appraised about these reports?
R/ADM KAMERMAN:
ADV LEBALA:

No, I don‟t agree with that at all.
Alright lets go to page 104, I would like

you to summarise page 104 paragraph 151 .1 to paragraph
151.4, and then we are done, you could go and summarise all
25

those outstanding pages that you ...(indistinct)... that you have
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to go to.

Let me just introduce the commissioners, your

attention is drawn to page 104 paragraph 151 headed, the PCB
information session of 19 August 1999.

I know that you

traversed it, do you want to deal with it? But just to assist you
5

let‟s read what is being said in paragraph 151.1 on Page 104
commissioners.
“At page 93 paragraph 1.6.7 and at page 150 of the
joint

submission

Messrs

Feinstein

and

Hold en

allege that the categorisation of C2Is‟s Data Bus
10

into category B rather than category C was not
properly

made.

decision

was

They
made

refer
at

an

to

claims

that

extraordinary

the
and

unminuted PCB meeting of 19 August 1999 which
they allege “most likely” did not take place at all,
15

and „if
have

… the meeting did take place it could only
been

done

for

suspect

purposes ‟.

These

allegations are false.”
I think ...(indistinct)... you want to deal with it or I could
quickly direct you to the relevant portio ns that ...(indistinct)...
20

you want to deal with it yourself?
ADM KAMERMAN:

I would prefer that Commissioners. Yes Mr

...(indistinct)... took place, joint investigation team in their
draft reports alleged that it never took place, unfortunately to
these bodies ...(indistinct)... did take place.
25

There was a

requirement for the chief negotiator for the technical part of
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the supply ...(indistinct)... to appraise himself of this new
contracting proposal, this new structure, contractual structure
whereby we would take on board for the state a certain degree
risk for the combat system portion of the Corvette.
5

My understanding is that he instructed Mr Hanafey
to set the meeting up, and in fact indeed I was telephoned by
Hanafey to ask whether I would be availa ble, bearing in mind at
this stage I was on course, the joint staff courses, and by the
way even if it was correct in the previous discussion that this

10

report should‟ve been laid before the PCB, I was actually on
course and it wouldn‟t be my duty to do so, but let‟s continue.
Mr

Swan

wanted

to

get

himself

and

his

fellow

decision makers on the PCB fully briefed on the, fully in the
picture with regard to this very complicated new idea. And that
15

was the basis on which Hanafey phoned me and which I
managed to persuade my officer commanding of the college
quite difficult exercise, because the college didn‟t allow its
students out at all under the fiat of t he chief of the defence
force, but I managed to persuade them ...(indistinct)...

20

I went to support Mr Nortjé who had drawn up a
presentation explaining the rational of the part A the Part B
and the Part C.

It was not primarily a meeting aimed at

discussing the Data Bus, but of course the Data Bus was an
integral part of the whole concept. And essentially it explained
25

the A, the B and C and your fully appraised ...(indistinct)...
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commissioner

so

I

won‟t

go

into

that.

The

part

of

the

discussion centred on, or part of the briefing that we gave and
by the way I supported ...(indistinct)... with giving half o f the
presentation in my own view, even though I was a student.
The most important thing was that we confirmed our

5

strong recommendation that whatever the decision was about
the part B composition that the Data Bus be maintained as part
of the main contractors full and ...(indistinct)... responsibility
combat management system integration
10

and

the

Data

Bus,

those were the three things.
The PCB completely agreed at that meeting as well
the

issue

of

the

cabinet

subcommittee‟s

view

on

main

contractorship was briefly discussed but in any detail, I see
from the PCB meeting of the 24 th that that was amplified, I
15

wasn‟t at that meeting, but it was amplified to report that the
...(indistinct)... subcommittee had in fact ...(indistinct)... that
the

main

contractor

...(indistinct)...

that

the

combat

...(indistinct)... remain with the main contract or risk.
In any event on the 19th, the function of the 19th or
20

the aim of the 19th meeting was reached, we briefed Mr Swan,
Mr Hanafey, Adm Ho well, Adm Van Der Schyf and others, I
can‟t no recall, I couldn‟t then I wasn‟t a full member, I
intended to suppo rt Mr Nortjé, but nevertheless we got our
message across, there was a very long discussion on especially

25

the State‟s undertaking risk for the part C‟s and we had to do
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some explaining about what that risk entailed, I remember Mr
Swan grilling us on whether the gun is at a level of maturity to
even be considered for this project and why are we doing this
and we had to explain to him well that was the only alternative
5

to get a piece of artillery properly on board the ship, because
everything else was just going to be too expensive.
At the end of the day that was the ...(indistinct)...
meeting for the 24 th, Admiral Howell has given clear evidence
of his own presence at t hat meeting and I think my evidence is

10

in the same ...(indistinct)... as his.

Mr Nortjé has given

evidence about his participation and his key role in presenting
the part A, B and C concept and the discussions that ensued.
Now however it was a very subse quently, in fact
Young has described this meeting and ...(indistinct)... as well
15

as one of the most ...(indistinct)... meetings of the entire
exercise,

I

don‟t

believe

it

was

other

than

it

was

...(indistinct)... in us moving forward on the combat suite
negotiations, because had we not parked those part C‟s here
we parked them and undertook risk for their development, we
20

simply could not afford its combat system and we have a
Frigate today with those systems on board to prove that that
was a good and logical concept of breaking this ...(indistinct)...
of cost versus risk.
The

25

critical

thing

here

with

regard

to

the

...(indistinct)... Detexis bus issue was that by policing the bus
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with the main contractor and not being able to move a cent in
cost, we were then going to end up with the Detexis bus
because ...(indistinct)... bus was another R14 million to R15
million in cost implication.
So

5

in

affect

that

meeting

by

placing

the

bus

functionality with the main contractor and not moving a cent in
cost was the cardinal decision point that at the end of the day
led to the inclusion of Detexis bus in the combat suite.

I

stress this was not a decision making meeting, it was an
10

information meeting, it was a pre -meeting to appraise the
deciding bodies at their next formal meeting with the PCB
which I believe happened on 24 August some days later.
ADV LEBALA:

Thank you, you referred to the meeting of

24 August 1999, you remember?
15

ADM KAMERMAN:

Yes I do sir.

ADV LEBALA:

Now I would like to draw the commission‟s

attention to Annexure JK19 ...(indistinct)... page 486 and just
to complete what you say in these paragraphs under this
heading, I see the commissioners are ...(indistinct)... we are
20

on

the

same

page

commissioners,

I

see

...(indistinct)...

Commissioner Musi‟s ...(indistinct)...
Now if you look at page 486 you will see that the
minute is dated 30 September 1999 can you see on your right
hand side at the top?
25

ADM KAMERMAN:
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ADV LEBALA:

Now let‟s read the heading - Minutes of the

Project Control Board meeting held in the Zipper Conference
Room at ARMSCOR on 24 August 1999 at 11:00 to review
Project Sitron and Wills.
5

I s this the minutes that you are

referring to just now?
ADM KAMERMAN:

They are indeed commissioners.

ADV LEBALA:

For instance if you look at the appendix‟s

A. B, C, D, appendix please read it for the record?
ADM KAMERMAN:
10

September 1999.

Appendix

D

to

PB

minutes

dated

30

“Project Sitron, Presentation to special PCB

meeting regarding contracting model combat suite 19 August
1999”, it is in fact here the presentation was made in the
meeting

that I referred

to a

few minutes ago, they were

appended as the annexures to the meeting on the 24 th.
15

ADV LEBALA:

Now this item appendix D as we see it on

page 486 what is it referring to?
ADM KAMERMAN:

It

is

referring

to

the

problem

and

the

escalation surrounding the contracting model that was being
proposed, the part A, part B and the Part C concept.
20

ADV LEBALA:
review,

appendix

Now
D,

to

be

it says

specific
project

ratifications required, can you see?

appendix

Sitron

,

let

me

...(indistinct)...

I am looking at page 486

annexure ...(intervene)
ADM KAMERMAN:
25

Right no, I was reading from the actual

annexure itself, ...(indistinct)... 486.
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ADV LEBALA:

...(indistinct)...

ADM KAMERMAN:

Yes

minutes

themselves,

I

...(indistinct)...
thought

I

I‟m

was

to

back

read

the

in

the

actual

appendix itself, I beg your pardon.
5

ADV LEBALA:

Well

you

have

already

seemed

to

...(indistinct)... we are not going to go there, I would like you
to look at how many app endix‟s from A to J can you see?

10

ADM KAMERMAN:

A to J correct sir yes.

ADV LEBALA:

Let

me

direct

you

to

appendix

D

and

please read it for the record, D for daily.
ADM KAMERMAN:

Project Sitron PCB Ratifications Required.

ADV LEBALA:

What does it mean in your words? What do

you understand it to mean, use your own words?
ADM KAMERMAN:
15

I understand that to mean ...(indistinct)...

well it says ...(indistinct)... that this was information that was
required to be ratified by the PCB.
ADV LEBALA:

Now which ratification does this refer to?

ADM KAMERMAN:

This

refers

to

project,

correction,

to

appendix D and I just read that to be in the presentation of the
20

special PCB meeting regarding the contracting

model of the

combat suite presented on 19 August 1999.
ADV LEBALA:

Now am I right to say that this refers to

ratification of the meeting of 19 August 1999?
ADM KAMERMAN:
25

Yes that‟s what I would take it to read, I

wasn‟t at this meeting, so I can only speculate, but it certainly
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logically ties one to the oth er.
ADV LEBALA:

Well that completed your testimony as far

as this paragraph is concerns.

I‟m going to request you to

summarise those pages in the pack, but before we do that you
5

still have to tell the commission about appendix A and I would
like you to quickly run through it, let‟s go back to page 58
paragraph 120.2 commissioners, page 58 paragraph 120.2, for
the

sake

of

completeness,

Overwhelming
10

Success

Project Sitron.

of

the

paragraph

Local

Industry

is

headed,

The

Participation

on

You wanted to deal with appendix A and I

stopped you, this is your opportunity, I would like you to read
paragraph 120.2 for the record?
ADM KAMERMAN:

The

paragraph

is

heading,

that

is

paragraph 120, The Overwhelming Success of Local Industry
15

Participation

on

Project

Sitron.

Subparagraph

120.1

...(intervene)
ADV LEBALA:

Now I would like you to read only 120.2.

ADM KAMERMAN:

I beg your pardon sir 120.2.

“Never before in the history of the Navy had the
20

fighting systems (guns, missiles, fire -control radars
and

electro-

optics,

decoys

etc)

on

African

sources.

its
A

electronic
warships
picture

warfare
come

of

the

systems

from

South

Meko

A200

Frigates Light Guided . shows the extent to which
25

these ships are made in South Africa . I refer to the
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illustrations at appendix Alpha.”
ADV LEBALA:
to

page

661

Commissioners appendix A is on page 659
of

file

2.

I

would

like

you

to

take

the

commissioners through it? File 2 page 659 to page 661, briefly
5

take the commission ...(intervene)
ADM KAMERMAN:

I‟m just waiting that the commissioner s are

sufficiently ready for me sir.
ADV LEBALA:

Thank you Admiral Kamerman, please look

at the context of paragraph 120.2?
10

ADM KAMERMAN:
sirs?

Do you have the appendix in front of you

What you‟re looking at is a beautiful ship, turning

...(indistinct)... 30 knots, 35 degrees rud der and I, not even
going to go into the fact that the rudders were made in Cape
Town because we‟re dealing with a combat system, but bear in
15

mind that a good proportion of the ship, the mas t, the rudders
the ...(indistinct)... the hydraulics etc all come from South
African companies because for the Germans that was a damn
good deal and they still use those companies for our export
orders, but let‟s get back to the combat system, because that‟s

20

what we are talking about.

I illust rate these three short pages

against

wisdom

the

conventional

that

had

sometimes

be

perpetrator in the ...(indistinct)... that by failing to incorporate
Richard Young‟s Data Bus into the system we somehow cheated
South African industry ...(indistinct)... foreign combat system.
25

Nothing
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Command, Control and Communications Subsystems . You will
see the main subsystems listed, there is six of them, there is
one French flag against the South African flag because it must
be stated from the outset that the combat management system
5

is a dual ...(indistinct)... ADS system, engineering ingenuity,
combined with French software for the tactical portion of the
combat management system called the Tacticos, so it is a
French, it is a ...(indistinct)... South Africa system.
The other main systems on comma nd and control,

10

that‟s the ship board communications system, UHF, VHF, HF,
radios etc, tactical and strategic military band radios all come
from the South African industry either Gr intek or Reutech. The
combat management system is entirely South African from ADS,
and I‟m not referring to ownership now referring to people,

15

their nationalities and their ingenuity, South Africans in this
case in ...(indistinct)... making these things.
...(indistinct)... the navigation distribution system,
well we‟ve heard a lot about that, but I need to tell you that it
was

20

won

in

fair

competition

by

C2I2,

the

competition

propagated by us and allowed by us notwithstanding any other
matters such as th e ADS had actually been working on the
navigation distribution

system for many years but their price

was too high and ...(indistinct)... fair and square.

Incidentally

that single project worth R16 million was more than five times
25

the size of his previous largest contract at about R5 million.
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M-tek,
...(indistinct)...

small company,

with

the

video

about

switching

the
unit

same

size

as

and

the

tilt

measurement system and then a very important critical matter
when ships are at sea they talk to each other a nd they all
5

share the same picture over what is called a datalink, a very
complex

radio

management

system

system,

that
and

connects
that

into

comes

the

from

combat
a

South

African company, unfortunately also bearing the name Thales
Advanced Engineering, interesting enough ...(indistinct)... as
10

not allowed to call themselves ...(indistinct)... for a long time
in South Africa, because there is a South African company
called Thales Advanced Engineering with absolutely no, hulle
praat Afrikaans nie Frans nie.
Turning the page then sir if you will?

15

ADV LEBALA:

We are on page 660.

ADM KAMERMAN:

I want to show you the extent of the South

African

content

on

the

sensor

subsystem,

the

sensors

I

remember from the picture yesterday, the sensors are the eyes
and the ears and the skin of the body, at the previous page
20

...(indistinct)...
Now we‟re talking about the sensors, very complex
systems and again if you look at this picture, all of the major
sensors you will see three French flags starting at the bottom
right, together with the South African flag, the sonar, although

25

we have lost our main sonar technology as a result of a
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decision that we just couldn‟t afford to do at all, the ADS sonar
development team went as a man ...(indistinct)... to Canada
and there is a very successful company now producing very
good military sonars called C -systems, but they‟re all South
5

Africans or most of them are.
But nevertheless we did retain a fair deal of sonar
technology in the country with CSIR and with a ARMSCOR
subsidiary c alled ...(indistinct)..., so that it, ...(indistinct)...
half of the sonar hardware comes from South African sources,

10

so it is a ...(indistinct)... South African flag arrangement, if
you go up the right hand side ...(indistinct)... is South African
fully with M-tek providing the target designation sites.
These are hand held optics which allow a man if
everything else has failed, to allow a man to bring the guns to

15

...(indistinct)...,

then

there

is

Raytheon

Bridgemaster

nav

system, there is no radar, ther e is no because practically it is
an international consortium, unfortunately no South African
content, then you go further up yes the first ...(indistinct)...
that the main searched radar in line with our decision not to
20

pursue

naval

radar

technology

other

than

tracking

radar,

because we couldn‟t do it all some years before we did this
international

competition

and

...(indistinct)...

won

the

competition on the grounds that it is the main supplier of
tactical naval radars in the world, not on the grounds bec ause
25

we were paying ADS for some favours to the government or
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whatever.
Then you go further up, Thales/Telluma t producing
the IFF stands for interrogation friend or foe, it sends out a
little signal to aircraft, and if they have the South African
5

...(indistinct)... code you know it is your own aircraft and you
don‟t shoot them down, if they don‟t they are an enemy on
...(indistinct)... aircraft and you can then make a decision to
engage.
That was the French system with ...(indistinct)...

10

that is the company that I was purporting to earlier that went
into

a

joint

venture

with,

the

board

joint

venture

...(indistinct)... and it was a joint venture with ...(indistinct)... ,
but there‟s another French flag.
...(indistinct)... our EW system, absolutely secret
15

war

fighting

technologies,

how

to

bamboozle

an

incoming

missile or an incoming aircraft electronically and we absolutely
don‟t allow that to go out of South African hands or sight.
Grintek EWasion. again with the radio ESM System.
listening to your enemy ‟s radio communications and also then
20

jamming

them

or

attempting

to

jam

them

but

at

least

deciphering what he is saying if you can do so, also very
secret, always kept very close to the national breast.
pointed

a

picture

of

the

helicopter,

I

didn‟t

go

into

I‟ve
the

helicopter combat system other than to say that ...(indistinct)...
25

provided the basis for us to ensure that the UK sourced
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helicopter the ...(indistinct)... helicopter has got its radar. It‟s
ESM and its electro optic systems coming from South A frican
companies and in fact is now the baseline for this very popular
helicopter, naval helicopter to be sold all over the world.
Reutech

5

Radar

Systems .

electro-optic

track,

brilliant piece of equipment ...(indistinct)... and then the next
flag as well for South African optronic . radar tracker, superb
equipments salvaged from ARMY programs in the late 90‟s, mid
90‟s when they had not proceeded along the line after their
10

projects were cancelled, that was one of those, we took up
incidentally ...(indistinct)... major contract as a subcontractor
to

...(indistinct)...

radar

systems

to

provide

the

tracker

consoles for these tracking ...(indistinct)... project worth about
R16 million, it went to litigation very quickly.
15

...(indistinct)... radar systems went to court and the
sheriff of the court seized the hardware out of the premises of
the ...(indistinct)... and transported it to the ...(indistinct)... it
was a complete mess but they then went to another company in
South Africa and we eventually got ...(indistinct)... our radar

20

tracker ...(indistinct)...
If you turn the page we got to the ...(indistinct)...
guns and missiles, but before we do that just again I draw your
attention, the sensor subsystems, there are three French flags
and the rest are all South African. So going to the last page it

25

is a similar picture, starting on the middle of the right hand
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side, Denel LIW 76mm guns, these were refurbished guns from
the inventory originally bought from the Automolare many, many
years before and provided to t he strike craft, but completely
not
5

only

refurbished

but all

of

the

electronic,

all

of

the

integration, all of the control systems, the fir e-control systems,
...(indistinct)... and other things all came from the ingenuity of
South Africans and LIW.
Then we proceed to my personal favourite the 16
Denel Aerospace Systems Umkhonto missiles, we took this

10

missile from nothing and essentially with bubblegum and string
we made it work, and it is a superb missile, Denel had sold it
to five navies incurring forei gn income to the State of over R3
billion in the years intervening ...(indistinct)... likes it so much
they now propose it was our standard missile, anti air missile

15

all over the world, it put South African on the map, we are only
one of five countries in the world that produce Surface to air
naval missiles successfully.
Then we go to the 20mm cannons similarly coming
from the South African inventory, but completely refurbished

20

and integrated by Denel and LIW, then you come to a French
flag – anti-ship missiles. We were not in a position to also
develop a working, a proper working anti -ship missile and we
went off the shelf oversees and that was when the MBDA
Exocet MM40 was selected, in fair competition and certainly

25

not to in any way reflect any influen ce the French may have
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had in our decision.
Going to the 35mm gun there is a good example o
the part C‟s and in fact in this case it is an appropriate one
because it was 18 months late, there were serious problems
5

with

that

gun,

...(indistinct)...

nevertheless
shoot

down

it

is

missile

a

superb
at

piece

3000m

of

without

...(indistinct)...
But it was late, and if that had to ...(indistinct)...
the whole ship would have been late by 18 months as it was we
10

managed to carry on with the ship, keep the integra tion going,
commission the ship and then the gun came a bit later, very
good example of the essence of part C.
Then multi-role rocket decoy launchers, these are
very critical things, when a missile is coming in at you, you put

15

out decoys, to

decoy the

incoming missile

...(indistinct)...

critical war fighting thing completely South African in the
launchers, the rockets themselves very sophisticated things,
we went and bought oversees, because we didn‟t have the
technology, we didn‟t have the money to cove r the technology
20

all the time, but the launchers are South African.
Then

in

keeping

with

basic

asymmetric

warfare

where a man in a rowboat with a ...(indistinct)... can seriously
cripple your ship unless you can do something about it, you
can‟t do that with missiles and big guns, we have Reutech
25

ROGUE. ROGUE that stands for remote operating gun unit
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equipments from Reutech 12.7m m remotely operated , and then
lastly but certainly not least a radar jamming system, if all is
lost and a missile is coming at you, you try to jam that missile
so that it cannot see, at some point you have to stop otherwise
5

it goes on a thing ...(indistinct)... jammer comes from Sysdel
which is just around the corner from where we are sitting.
So the bottom line is sir South Afri can flags, our
So u th Afr ic a n co mb a t sys te m is b y s cop e mo r e th an 7 5% So u th
Afr ic a n a nd b y va lu e 6 0% , it is b y fa r th e g r e a te s t p er ce n ta ge

10

of any equipment ever procured by South Africa from oversees
...(indistinct)...
ADV LEBALA:

Adm Kamerman before you go to the last

question of your testimony ...(indistinct)... will take less than
30
15

minutes

the

Commissioners

wanted

to

acquire

from

...(indistinct)... whether were we certain about the composition
of SOFCOM yesterday, you remember?
ADM KAMERMAN:

Yes I do sir.

ADV LEBALA:

I need to put it on record that that detail

has become available as to who the constitution of SOFCOM
20

members

were,

commissioners.

just

a

second,

I

beg

your

pardon

...(indistinct)... commissioners may the record

reflect the following;

We were right to say Mr ...(indistinct)...

was a member of SOFCOM, all be it he was the secretariat of
SOFCOM.
25

The

witness

kept

on

referring

to

...(indistinct)... he is also a member of SOFCOM.
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...(indistinct)... is a member of SOFCO M.

The witness kept on

referring to Mr KP H anafey, he is a member of SOFCOM.

Now

with that we complete the picture of the witnesses testimony,
obviously
5

Mr

Esterhuyse

was a

co -Chair

together

with

Mr

...(indistinct)...
Now SOFCOM had several members, we mentioned
the specific ones ...(indistinct)... complete the picture because
we traversed a lot of testimony trying to bring evidence before
the

10

commission,

uncontested

about

especially
the

...(indistinct)...

...(indistinct)...

of

would

SOFCOM

be
that

completes the picture Chair.
...(indistinct)... Where I wish I could keep

quiet

and just listen to you making your closing comments, I allowed
you
15

to

take

implicating

the

commissioner

...(indistinct)...,

but

through
there

appendix

are

still

A,

very

outstandin g

issues where I would like you to be brief.
And

the

reason

why

we

started

...(indistinct)...

going to the front and to the back and coming back to the
middle is because we believed, myself and Mr Ngobese that the
20

detail that we gave towards the end wou ld actually bring fresh
awareness and more clarity to this outstanding issues that
...(indistinct)... traversed starting on page, I beg your pardon
commissioners, be part of page 75 to page 91 that I would like
you to traverse, actually ...(indistinct)... more, I beg your

25

pardon,

we
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...(indistinct)...

violating

...(indistinct)...

referred

acquisition
to

in

the

process
context

and

of

what

...(indistinct)... evaluation team said and what you as the
project officer of p roject ...(indistinct)... testified to now.
You have to take the commissioner from page 79 to

5

page 91, yes you want to summarise it, I would start leading
you from page 79 the paragraph 3 rd, the alleged manipulation
of the price ceiling of the combat suit e.

Page 79 paragraph

143 the alleged manipulation of the price ceiling for the combat
10

suite.
I‟m just going to read the introductory paragraph
and from there you will summarise. Paragraph 143.1:
“In

paragraphs

60

to

70

and

73

of

Young‟s

statement he alleges that the price ceiling for the
15

combat

suite

was

manipulated

by

some

R300

million, which amount was used by Thompson-CSF
to pay bribes and/or commissions.

He refers to the

cost ceiling of R1.47 billion for the combat suite in
the 1997 baseline.
20

By April 1999 an all inclusive

price for the combat suite of R2.3 billion was being
tendered.
was

However, the final price of R2.6 billion

approved

representing

an

during

late

increase

April
of

about

to

May
R300

1999,
million

which, Mr Young alleges, remains inexplicable.”
25

Now are you going to summarise it to the commissioner?
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ADM KAMERMAN:

Yes certainly Commissioners.

You read

the allegation, it is complete false, Mr Young continuously
confuses estimations, budget ceilings with actual prices.

What

had happened was we had estimated from time to time in the
5

project ...(indistinct)... what would this combat suite cost, it
certainly took some cost estimations from each and every one
of the participating companies and we simply summed them and
we had an idea, or we thought we had a good idea on what the
combat suite would cost in 1997, and we simply escalated that

10

in 1998 through to 1999, and we ended up at around about R2
billion, R2.3 billion that he refers to as being targeted by April
99, it is correct because that would have been if the combat
suite ever had to come to R2,3 billion as an offered price we
...(indistinct)...

15

Now

we

weren‟t

...(indistinct)...

and

as

my

numerous reports to the project control board to the Naval
Board and arising from a whole s eries of offers that we made in
January, February, Marc h, April, several ...(indistinct)... with
the main contractor, we never came down at all to R2,3 billion.
20

We started in January with a, as I‟ve referred to in
my, the first part of my submission with quite a huge shock that
arose from the fact that we had complete ly under-estimated the
actual implication of ...(indistinct)... main contractor to offer
...(indistinct)..., that was the first point.

25

Because we were simply inexperienced, the entire
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country was inexperienced in main contractorships as I referred
numerous times, ARMSCOR did that function for us in the main,
in the 70‟s, 80‟s and into the 90‟s.
So
5

that

was

the

underestimation. Secondly
woke

up

to

realise

first

South

that

they

cost
African
were

implication

of

our

Industr y, certainly
all

fairly

confident

commercial entities, that we‟re not dealing with the technology
retention project anymore we now have to ...(indistinct)... a
binding commercial proposal to a main contractor who is going
10

to hold us liable through penalties according to damages and
so on, to how the performance of our equipment, that‟s the
technical performance, the cost that we‟re charging him and o
course

the

time

scale

and

the

scheduling

...(indistinct)...

intervention.
So there were significant increases in the prices

15

that local industry had told us and which they were telling the
main contractor, I‟m not going to blame it but at the same time
is was also in some major industry, particularly the State
owned
20

industries , ...(indistinct)...

technical entities

not so

sharp when it comes to international contracting.
They are now but this is the first time they‟ve ever,
remember we were barred by the United Nations from selling
arms as well to the international market, 1 977 we were barred
from buying arms, 1998 ten years later we were barred by the

25

same body, United Nations from selling arms.
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wasn‟t

really

...(indistinct)...

things

like

main

contractor, risk and cost and performance guarantees.
The other issue that we came across in our l ack of
preparation
5

for

this

exercise

in

terms

of

...(indistinct)...

estimation of the cost, was also the fact that at the end of the
day the main contractor not only the combat contractor, but the
integration

of

the

vessel

was

a

much

more

complicated

technical exercise that we had formally imagines.
Be that as it may in January we were faced with a
10

price including ammunition of R4,2 billion, more than twice
what we had estimated the combat suite was going to cost us.
The whole experience from January through to May, June, July
of 1999 traversed exactly the painful process of getting that
down into an affordable cost ceiling.
At that time the cost ceiling that we were working

15

under was the cost ceiling that had been apportioned by the
cabinet decision in November/December of 1998, which had
overall purchase cost ceiling or purchase price ceiling for the
entire Corvette program including project management, in other
20

words ...(indistinct)... of R6,1 billion.
So that was the initial massive constraint and we
frankly

didn‟t

think

we

would

make

it,

the

affordability

committee of subcommittee of the IONT that was from the
Department of Finance, they revised each equipment types,
25

allocation of money, particular ly with the removal o f the main
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tank

and

the

effective

postponement

for

that

...(indistinct)... contract signature of the Maritime Helicopter,
we would surely lose more money ...(intervene)
ADV LEBALA:
5

Thank you, I see you have even gone pas t

this hearing , you‟ve introduce d other remaining portions.

You

traversed paragraph 143, 143.1 to 143.10 on page 82, I would
like to direct your attention to paragraph 144, well traversed,
the

paragraph

144

is

on

page

82

headed

“The

alleged

disclosure of C2I2‟s price for the databus and the alleged
10

victimisation of the French content” , may I take the liberty to
lead you by taking you ...(indistinct)...?
ADM KAMERMAN:

Yes but could I make my main concluding

statement ...(indistinct)... please?

15

ADV LEBALA:

Okay, go, go.

ADM KAMERMAN:

Thank

you,

what

I

wanted

to

tell

the

commission sir is that we were never at R2,3 billion which
...(indistinct)... you guys were at R2,3 billion and you signed at
R2.6, ergo there‟s R300 million there as money under the table,
it is absolute nonsense, we only got to the price of R2599
20

million, at the very best, best and final offer from the main
contractor.

All the prices above that were up to as I said

starting in January 4.2, 3.9, 3.3, 3.2, 3.1 and so on.
And each of those steps were either a contractual
structural challenge were we got a lot of money back or
25

...(indistinct)... for example, or it was the result of the Naval
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Board swallowing its otherwise determination not to do so led
by Admiral ...(indistinct)... Simpson - Anderson in reducin g the
scope of the combat suite, to only those essential things that
we
5

could

not

live

without,

and

that

process

alone

which

...(indistinct)... bellow the combat system scope saved us over
R600 million, just to cite one example.
So the bottom line to con clude, we never got to 2,3
billion, so there was not phantom R300 million between R2,3
and 3,6, Mr Young has fabricated this completely.

10

ADV LEBALA:

Thank you, in actually fact Mr Fritz Nortjé

did address with ...(indistinct)... before the commission.

I

would like to address paragraph 144 on page 82, the paragraph
headed “The alleged disclosure of C2Is‟s price for the databus
and the alleged victimisation of the French content”, and let me
15

take the liberty to lead you, page, paragraph 144.1, page 82
commissioners reads as follows;
In paragraph 72 of ...(indistinct)... statement:
“He refers to the alleged disclosure of C2I2‟s price
for

20

its

integrated

management system

Data

Bus

within Thales-CSF as a whole and to C2I2‟s direct
competitor, Detexis, a Thales Company... I deny
these allegations.”
144.2, in paragraphs 72 to 79 of his statement, Young refers to
the JIT testimony of Capt (SAN) HN Marais on 29 June 2001 to

25

substantiate these allegations of price disclosure of his IMS and
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SMS offers to Thales, and h is allegation that the selection of
French sourced items arose from pressures applied to maximise
or increase the French content of the combat suite.”
The
5

last criticism is on page

83 paragraph

144.3,

Young

described Mara is as being a senior member of the corvette
project team and was intimately involved in these negotiations
and says:
“I

am

unaware

of

there

being

any

reason

that

Captain Marais would be lying under oath.”
10

I

have

not

seen

the

...(indistinct)...

witness

statement of

...(indistinct)... given o n 29 June 2001 and will not comment on
any statement he‟s supposed to have made.

Now you may

proceed.
ADM KAMERMAN:
15

Yes well I then commissioners proceed to

inform the commission that Commander Nick Marais, we knew
him as Nick has never been with the pr oject ...(indistinct)... let
alone a senior member, he did have a special knowledge of
communication having left the Navy, resigned from the Navy, he
worked

20

in

the

communications

industry

I

believe

for

...(indistinct)... communications before rejoining the Navy.
Marais from time to time did certainly assist the
project, he was after all a senior and specialist engineer in
communications.

So

he

assisted

us

particularly

in

communications ...(indistinct)..., and he did this in his capacity
25

as an engineering staff of the Simon‟s Town based South
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African Naval Engineering Bureau, but he was not responsible
for even managing communications ...(indistinct)... that was the
responsibility of the members of the Navy project team Sitron
and the ARMSCOR project tea m Sitron, and nor did he have any
5

role whatsoever in commercial negotiations.

He did not report

to me or any member of the joint project team.
For the execution of project during the execution
phase he merely participated in project discussions relating to
the communications segment, so it is absolutely no t true for Mr
10

Young to describe Marais as “a senior member of Corvette Joint
Project

Team

who

was

intimately

involved

in

these

negotiations”, he was certainly not.
Similarly he was not in any way respon sible for nor
engaged with the IMS of the SMS ...(indistinct)... so any
15

knowledge he may have on those systems is either fabricated
or hearsay, I don‟t know, certainly he was not responsible to
me or any of the team for those items.
ADV LEBALA:

Are we parting ways to this paragraph, are

you done?
20

ADM KAMERMAN:

Yes.

ADV LEBALA:

Page

84,

the

paragraph

headed,

“The

alleged disclosure of C2I2s price for the SMS”, I know that
...(indistinct)... laid the foundation on it.

Paragraph 145.1, let

me read the introduction of the ...(indistinct)...
25

“In paragraphs 77 and 78 of Young‟s statement he
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refers to the alleged disclosure of C2I2‟s prices for
its SMS to ADS, and contends that this alleged
disclosure

constituted

fraud .

I

deny

these

allegations.”
5

Please summa rise?
ADM KAMERMAN:
gone

out

on

Well in summary he was saying that we had

tender

for

the

SMS

which

was

correct,

...(indistinct)... price was simply untenable and we did not
accept it for it wasn‟t value for money. So we called their bluff
10

and we said ok ay well we will go on tender for this, internal
tender, ...(indistinct)... provide your offers to us by 16 April
against a specification which we wrote and we subtracted out
of that specification to make it a cheaper option for us, some
of the non-essential items from what we had, either to consider

15

to be part and parcel of the SMS in ter ms of technical scope.
We did receive the offers simultaneously from both
companies submitted through the German Frigate Consortium
on the evening of the 15 th, the day before 15 April, the day
before the closing date.
We had asked the German Frigate Consortium only

20

to convey our request for offers to the two companies and to
receive and to pass onto us in a confidential way the offers
that

they‟d

received,

obviously

we

could

not

ask

...(indistinct)... to receive the offers from in this case a rival
25

competitor.
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offers, and what then happened was that ADS the next day
came to us and said excuse us we have quoted for one of t he
items erroneously that you told us to remove , and that was the
video switching system to go with logistic support worth several
5

millions, and they said please allow us to remove it and to
resubmit our quote without it, we did allow them to do that and
they submitted a quote thereafter, it was exactly that, it was
exactly the same as their quote on the night of the 15 th minus
that one item.

10

It was not a reduction of any other items, we

would not have tolerated that because it would have been
unfair.
Young of course alleges that by process, by the
GFC receiving these quotations from on the one hand ADS and
the other hand ...(indistinct)... against the background of his

15

general allegations the GFC was convening with ADS all the
time would have then allowed ADS access to ...(indistinct)...
quote and would have allowed them then to adjust it, they just
need to reduce ...(indistinct)...
It is not at all what happened, as I said we allowed

20

them to requote, only to remove that item which they had
clearly erron eously included, we first confirm they had included
and then ...(indistinct)... taken out, and then we went into
analyses of the prices.
ADV LEBALA:

25

Thank you, I think you have addressed

paragraph 145.1 to paragraph 145.9 on the page 86. I assure
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you that the commissioners ...(indistinct)... what they heard
from Mr Fritz Nortjé in paragraph 146 ...(indistinct)... 146.1 to
146.5, you bring clarity ...(indistinct)... unless you want to
...(indistinct)... specifics?
5

ADM KAMERMAN:

Well what Mr Nortjé did not say, he just

told me over the telephone a few days later that he actually
forgot to raise, but in amplification, because what he did say is
we added about 12, 12.05% to the price of Young‟s SMS quote.
All of these moneys we would have had to pay had we selected
10

...(indistinct)... was a subcontractor providing these items to
the

main

contractor

and

the

main

contractor

added

approximately 3.2% for handling which was an absolutely, it is
below the norm international competitions even in South Africa,
a n in teg r a tion fe e o f 7% , th a t‟s ab so lu te ly p a r t a n d p ar ce l o f
15

their

function,

and

then

an

extended

warrantee

which

we

d e ma n de d o f th e m fo r th e s e ite ms , a p pr o x ima te ly 1 .8 5% .
These are figures which were applied to all of the
subcontracting offers, from ...(in distinct)... everybody if they
were offering to the main contractor.
20

So when we added the

12.5% which the State would have to pay the cost to us then
the ...(indistinct)... quote was more than the ADS quote.
However, and of course Young said that was unfair,
...(indistinct)... I do declare to this commission it is absolutely
the right of a State official to add to the cost of the quotation,

25

the cost ...(indistinct)... State, the tax payer of South Africa
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would eventually have to pay, that‟s was the case.

This is not

an unfair thing, it is a perfectly normal thing in contracting that
the main contractor applies handling fees, ...(indistinct)... fees
and so on, extended warrantee fees to subcontractors.
Of course ...(indistinct)... apply to ADS‟s quote

5

because we would never have allowed ADS to add these fees to
their, because they were part of the main contract.

But what

Mr Nortjé neglected to say ...(indistinct)... was that in terms of
the ...(indistinct)... offer there were a number of items which
10

...(indistinct)... excluded from its offer, which when you add
those items in any event the 12.05% is irrelevant, because
those items actually push ...(indistinct)... price much higher.
We did not however have to, and that‟s possibly why
Fritz neglected to say it, we did not have to consider those

15

items, the bold price of ...(indistinct)... cosy to the State that
...( in d is tin c t) ... o ffe r p lus th e 1 2 .0 5% e x ce e d ed AD S‟s qu o te ,
therefore the cheapest quote won, there was no intent and
neither

was

there

any

say

dirty

dealing

of

Mr

Young

...(indistinct)..., he lost the quotation, ...(indistinct)... of the
20

seven that he lost.
ADV LEBALA:

Thank you ...(indistinct)... myself and Adv

Ngobese for bringing absolutely clarity that I assure you that
Mr ...( in d is tinc t) .. . o f th e 1 2% , w ha t he d id , he d id n ‟t de a l w ith
it, we took him back to it, but what ...(indistinct)... simplified it
25

in a manner that is understandable both in your testimony
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before the commission and in what your adequate statement
says.
The last aspect I assure you two things of it is
common
5

cause,

that

this

page

87

paragraph

147

...(indistinct)... I want to read into ...(indistinct)... paragraph,
it is a specific question that you have to address for the
commission

...(indistinct)...

the

joint

submiss ions.

Commissioners can we draw your attention to paragraph 147.1,
page 87.
“In paragraphs 75 and 76 of Young‟s statement, he

10

alleges that South Africa subsystems were deselected in favour
of French ones as a result of political interference.

At page

150 of the Joint Submission Feinstein and Holden refer to the
first draft version of the Auditor General‟s report that „members
15

of

the

Joint

Project

team

were

informed

by

Rear-Admiral

Kamerman that an instruction had been received from higher
command to increase the French content of the combat suite.‟”
Do you want to deal with that?
ADM KAMERMAN:
20

Yes

...(indistinct)...

before

the

break

commissioners, I need a biological break.
ADV LEBALA:

Chair

this

is

the

last

question

of

the

witness‟s testimony, the remaining parts are common cause,
only

this

...(indistinct)...

pertains

to

him

is

the

part

...(indistinct)... for instance I could demonstrate to you that the
25

rest

is

common
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...(indistinct)...
CHAIRPERSON:

Okay I think let‟s adjourn for about 10

minute or so.
ADM KAMERMAN:
5

Thank you.
(PROCEEDINGS ADJOURN)
(PROCEEDINGS RESUMES)

ADV LEBALA:

Admiral

Kamerman

we

are

in

the

...(indistinct)... time of your testimony, we would like you to
deal with this aspect and to ad dress the basis as to what is
10

expected,

there

was

information

that

you

gave

that

an

instruction had been received from higher command to increase
the French ...(indistinct)... of the combat suite?
ADM KAMERMAN:
completely.
15

Yes well firstly I deny these allegations

In 1995 Commissioners it was decided that there

were certain items of functional performance on board the
...(indistinct)... that we certainly couldn‟t con ceive of funding
the development of in South Africa.
Not that ...(indistinct)... didn‟t have the long term
potential, technical skills to provide them but it was simply that

20

we were going to have to invest an awful lot of money over a
very long time and then we would still ...(indistinct)... systems,
because in some cases ...(indistinct)... i t is not only the skill
or the ...(indistinct)..., it is the records that you obtain from
your own Navy with regard to the data for example in this case

25

...(indistinct)...
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The South African Navy didn‟t even by 1995 have
any anti-submarine capability servi ce, any submarine capability
at all.

So we decided that ...(indistinct)... South African Navy

at my recommendation that we would not try to procure from
5

local sources the main search radar of the ship, the hullmounted sonar of the ship and the surface t o surface missile of
the

ship,

we

would

instead

acquire

off

the

shelf

from

...(indistinct)... international suppliers, when and if we got to a
point of acquiring the vessels, remember 1995 we were at the
10

project Sitron had been frozen pending a national co nsensus of
defence.
Then

when

we

started

up

again

in

1997

that

decisions was vested in our RFO, so we instructed the main
contending parties, the ship yards that we would subsequent to
15

one of them being selected as main contractor, the third
supplier in this case, he obliged to go out with our value
systems,

our

specifications

and

procure

quotations

from

international members of these items, this is exactly what we
did.
We wrote these specifications, I authored them,

20

they were collective inputs from a l arge team of industry as
well as our own special expertise ...(indistinct)... the Navy and
ARMSCOR.

And

we

requested

that

the

German

Frigate

consortium would then tender, go out and procure a quotation,
25

this

the

German
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companies

for

the

surveillance

radars,

one

from

France

...(indistinct)..., one from Sweden in Ericson and one from
Germany in DASA.
These three companies in themselves were the top
5

three companies producing tactical surveillance radars, by the
way it is a very complication deice because it has got to detect
your

missile

in

a

tree

dimensional

way

in

space,

and

...(indistinct)... but it is a very key component of the ship‟s
...(indistinct)...
The quotations came back, in the interim we had

10
developed

the

value

system,

secret

Value

system

with

ARMSCOR and ourselves and specialists from industry not
interested industry, but CSIR and other entities that were not
involved at all commercially with these people, and when the
15

quotations came back we simply took t hem took comprehensive
evaluations against that value system.
In the case of the search radar the clear winner on
points

as

well

as

value

for

money

was

the

French

...(indistinct)... MRRLT radar, and that was the only bases that
20

we took that forward to the project control board firstly by the
Naval

Board

to

say

...(indistinct)...

radars,

here

is

the

evaluation results, we recommend the ...(indistinct)... radar.
A similar process was executed for the surface
missile
25

and

for

this

...(indistinct)...

In

the

case

of

the

...(indistinct)... we obliged the German Frigate consortium to
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go out on tender or to ...(indistinct)... obtain and procure
quotations for us from a company called STN Atlas of Germany,
a

company

called

Thomson

Mar coni

which

was

owned

by

...(indistinct)... and a company called Alenia of Italy.
Again

5

all

three

company

excluding

American

companies were the top providers of Naval sonar‟s and still are
in the world.

Resulting from that evaluation again as I repeat

...(indistinct)...

predetermined

valued

systems,

preapproved

value systems, my team took experts, none o f them had any
10

connection with the companies concerned, they were mainly
ARMSCOR and Navy but some experts really detailed expertise
lies in our industry, particularly CSIR and others.
And out of that competition the Thomson Marconi
sonar won on its own merits, it was very close competition with

15

Atlas, frankly these two companies compete neck and neck
right up until today for their products, I know that from my own
experience in my current job, it is always a tossup between
which one it going to win and it is always a knife edge, Alenia
came a distant third ...(indistinct)...
On the Surface to surface missile we went out to

20
three

companies,

MBDA

of

France,

Aerospatiale,

now

...(indis tinct)... French company, the world leading producers
...(indistinct)... of modern Surface to surface missiles.
We also went to SAAB, SAAB of Sweden who had
25

produced in the 80‟s and 90‟s a very innovative missile called
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the RBS15 and we certainly viewed that as an option.

We did

not with great regret go to Russia, we ditched Russia even
though I‟ve gone to the Russian factories producing missiles
and it was very impressive, but frankly the logistics support
5

and their whole governance let‟s say of their defence industry
was in complete chaos and we left them alone.
The
Germany, as

third company we

went to was DASA from

DASA ...(indistinct)... that time

a

technology

development for the German A rmy and the German Navy called
10

the

Polyphem,

a

superbly

inno vative

missile

which

we

eventually discarded on the grounds of ...(indistinct)...
We were determined not to go from South African
technology ...(indistinct)... and embrace a foreign project which
in itself was also ...(indistinct)..., so DASA had a chance but
15

they could not prove to us that their system was matured, and
we didn‟t in fact evaluate them at all.
So

on

the

missile

side

we

Aerospatiale of France and SAAB of Sweden.

were

down

to

We received the

offers, we did a comprehensive evaluation again against a
20

predetermined approved value system, and this particular case
was also neck and neck, but then the decision came as a result
of our cost constraints to reduce from 32 missiles to 17, so we
obliged the German Frigate Consortium to go out again an d ask
the tenderers, in this case SAAB and Aerospatiale to resubmit

25

their offers, not for a batch of 32 missiles but a batch of 17
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missiles.
And then we got quite a shock because SAAB came
back with almost the same price for 17 missiles as they had
quoted for 32 missiles, the simple reason was, and this often
5

happens

in

the

industry,

their

...(indistinct)...

was

not

in

service with the Swedish Navy and then we would have to
invest an awful lot of money to get the thing up and running if
they sold it to u s.
So we ...(indistinct)... and po ur a lot of money into
10

the development, so immediately that was not an option, we
didn‟t discard them because ...(indistinct)... Mach 3 and the
Mach 2 were somewhat similar to the Block 1 and Block 2
argument that we had earlier today, not quite, but nevertheless
we would‟ve allowed them I their price ...(indistinct)... but at

15

the end of the day their price blew them out of the water,
because for 17 missiles they were asking roughly the same
...(indistinct)... than for 17.
Aerospatiale however because they were in serious
production worldwide for 100‟s of these MM40 missiles, simply

20

reduced their price, proportionate from 32 to 17.
in the competition.

So they were

We were very happy because all three of

these items they represented the state ...(indistinct)... the
Thomson MR radar, a very good radar, and the Aerospatiale as
I said world leading missile and the Thomson Marconi Hull
25

mounted sonar, a leading tactical one of the ...(indistinct)...
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sonars

in

that

sona rs

are

very

strange

creatures

because the promulgation of sound under water depends on the
frequency,

but

in

the

...(indistinct)...

Thomson

Marconi

...(indistinct)... as I said already it with the top parts of the
5

world even the United States Navy buys the se sonars from
these people.
So we were very happy at the end of the day, these
results were taken to firstly the naval board because this was
fighting equipment for the Navy, the Navy board ratified in

10

some detail, they asked a lot of questions ...(ind istinct)... like
that, and but eventually unchanged and we went to the project
control board on different occasions because we didn‟t do all
these three evaluations on the same day, it was over several
weeks,

15

and

then

the

...(indistinct)...

Naval

board

the

...(indistinct)... ratified these recommendations.
What I‟m trying to say to this commission, is there
was absolutely no issue of whether they were French equipment
or German equipment or Bulgarian equipment, this was the best
equipment arising from ver y detailed technical evaluations by

20

experts

and

dividing

the

costs,

against

our

value

the

system

by

the

you,

I

points
price,

...(indistinct)...
in

other

words

...(indistinct)...
ADV LEBALA:

Thank

think

you‟ve

traversed

paragraph 147.1 on page 87 to paragra ph 148.6 on page 90,
25

including providing additional detail. We have come to the end
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of your testimony, I think the commissioners are conferring,
let‟s look?
COMMISSIONER MUSI:
question
5

posed

to

I didn‟t quite get the answer to the
...(indistinct)...

in

paragraph

147.1,

...(indistinct)...
ADM KAMERMAN:

Yes,

that

was

the

background

of

my

answer, if I can quickly answer that allegation, particularly
made by ...(indistinct)... on page ...(indistinct)... submission,
and I now refer you to 148.6 ...(intervene )
10

ADM KAMERMAN:

I beg your pardon sir, I now return to

148.6, so I finished off by saying as it reflected in 148.5 that
the tendering evaluation selection did not favour any company
or country and all candidates won fairly on their own merits,
Young‟s allegations to the contrary are based on hearsay and
15

false speculation, and the ...(indistinct)... that France was
favoured, actually the worse of it is ...( indistinct)...
I

deny

that

I

informed

members

of

the

...(indistinct)... that a n instruction had ever been received from
high command or anybody else for that matter to increase the
20

French content of the combat suite.

I did not receive such an

instruction, nor was there any information ...(indistinct)... and
I‟m quite astonished that this untruthfulness . ..(indistinct)...
allegation, other than to say the cost ...(indistinct)... the truth.
So in short sir I don‟t know where this emanated
25

from, if you line my entire team up here other than Mr Marais,
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Capt Marais who had a very specific intent in leading the
...(indistin ct) joint. investigation team in that direction I never
gave such an instruction and it never whatsoever affected or
informed our activities to the selection of these equipments, all
5

of which yes emanate from France, with all of which won o n
their own merits and we didn‟t have any effort and there was no
information, there was no instruction to increase the content of
the French ...(indistinct)... combat suite.
CHAIRPERSON:

10

What

can

we

now

exclude

by

...(indistinct)... increasing the cont ent of the combat suite with
the allegation?
ADM KAMERMAN:

The allegation was made that these French

subsystems that were entered ended up being recommended by
the project team, whereas the result of the pressure on the
15

project team to “increase the French content of the combat
suite”, and that I deny that it is a ...(in distinct)...
CHAIRPERSON:

Can

I

just

ask

a

question

for

clarity

...(indistinct)..., I understand the ...(indistinct)... will state that
way back in 1995 that this particular ...(indistinct) ... items
20

would have to be sourced ...(indistinct)... of the, but then when
you come to the point ...(indistinct)... you should ask the
German

Frigate

Consortium

to

provide

the

quotations

why

...(indistinct)... why specifically the German consortium?
ADM KAMERMAN:
25

Yes it was in line with overall negotiating

strategy to obliged the main contractor to procure quotations
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and made the offers to us through him and not to ask for
example ADS or to do it ourselves because we were determined
to

make

the

main

contractor

responsible

to

offer

us

alternatives, in this case through a very specific way and also
5

at the end of the day that the other part of the industry
especially

in

1999

whether

that

became

apparent

that

...(indistinct)... had an ownership of ADS and erg o we would
certainly have been remiss in asking ...(indistinct)... directly to
gather quotations, even though if ...(indistinct)... then the main
10

contract of the combat suite would have been the natural entity
through which we would have asked for quotatio ns.
But at the end of the day it was perfectly in line
with everything we asked for with regard to a quotation or an
offer, we did so very strictly through the preferred supplier, I

15

this case the German Frigate Consortium, who incidentally and
I do stress that no commercial until today had no commercial or
any other managerial links with these various companies that
we ask for quotations, I mean the German ones.
CHAIRPERSON:

20

And I suppose this was done after the

preferred bidders?
ADM KAMERMAN:

This was done after the preferred bidders

had been selected sir, it was during the phase if my memory
serves me correctly, February through April of 1999.

25

CHAIRPERSON:

Thank you.

ADV LEBALA:

Admiral I you were not making concluding
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remarks on each and every sec tor of your testimony as you
were testifying I would say what are you concluding remarks,
but I‟m going to resist that and say that‟s the end of your
testimony.
5

I know that you still have a second ...(indistinct)...

Adv Cane might like to re -examine you i n ...(indistinct)... of
what you‟ve said, we are just about to give over to the
commission, they will direct whether Adv Cane is going to take
over and she will let us know as to whether are there specific
questions that she would like to ask.
I would like to take this opportunity commissioners

10
to

thank

Adv

Cane

...(indistinct)...

for

preparing

such

an

adequate statement, the unfortunate part of it is it made us to
work

under

pressure,

we

only

received

this

statement,

I

received them on Sunday ...(indisti nct)... prepare from Sunday
15

afternoon.
But it doesn‟t mean that one doesn‟t appreciate
what went into the statements and the content, highly qualified,
highly content statement, and one would have wished that
these files could have been provided to yourse lves earlier,

20

because the statement clarify each and every aspect, you
would have asked us just to address on our two points, that‟s
all we would like to address at this stage, and we would like to
thank Adm Kamerman and we give over to you commissioners.
CHAIRPERSON:

25

Is there anybody who would want to cross -

examine Adm Kamerman?
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ADV SNYMAN:

Thank you Chair and Commissioner Musi.

We do intend applying to cross -examine this witness, but first
we are constraine d to place two aspects on record.
providing
5

interested

parties

with

Firstly

effectively

one

...(indistinct)... to read and analyse a witness statement of 108
pages with so many annexures which run to 662 pages and
containing detailed material disables a party from preparing an
conducting

a

proper

cr oss-examination

on

such

detailed

material.
It appears to us that the manner in which Adm

10

Kamerman has been treated is inconsistent with and more
favourable than the manner in which our clients have been
treated in at least two respects.
CHAIRPER SON:
15

Just hold on madam, do you want to cross -

examine or you don‟t want to cross -examine?

I think that‟s the

stage where we are, do you want to cross -examine or you don‟t
want to cross-examine?
ADV SNYMAN:

We do wish to cross -examine this witness

Chair.
20

CHAIRPER SON:

Thank you, how

long

do you

think the

cross-examination is going to take?
ADV SNYMAN:

I cannot give that indication at this stage

because there are two aspects which must be addressed before
we can indicate when we would even be in a position to apply
25

to cross-examine this witness.
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CHAIRPER SON:

So you are not applying to cross -examine

the witness?
ADV SNYMAN:

Right now, no, we are not in the position

to apply to cross -examine this witness firstly due to when we
5

received the documents, but secon dly because there were still
documents which we have requested from this commission in
order to cross-examine this witness which we have not yet
received, I understand ...(intervene)
CHAIRPER SON:

10

Just hold on, just hold on, as I understand

you at this sta ge you‟re not making an application to cross examine Adm Kamerman?
ADV SNYMAN:

To cross examine him right now, no.

We

do wish to reserve the right to seek to apply to cross -examine
him
15

at

a

documents

future
which

date
we

once

we

have

are

been

in

possession

requesting

of

from

the
this

commission for the last 12 months.
CHAIRPER SON:

Thank you Adv Cane you are not applying

to cross-examine the witness, any re -examination?
RE-EXAMINATION BY ADV CANE:
20

Yes

Commissioners

...(indistinct)... there are a few aspects which I hope to clarify
with the witness, I would imagine I would require 15 minutes to
...(indistinct)... not longer than that.
you I‟m grateful for the indulgence.

May I proceed?

Thank

Adm Kamerman in relation

to the passage at page 93 of your statement you made a small
25

correction, it is at the top of the page towards the end of that
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first paragraph Aerospatiale split the purchase into a mix of
Block

2

and

Block

1

missiles

available

and

the

JPT.

recommended that the first batch of SSMs should be split into 9
Block 2‟s and you correct the words 6 to 8 Block 1‟s, could you
5

please explain how 8 Block 1‟s would have provided against the
background of Aerospatiale having had 6 Block 1 missiles, it is
unclear to me?
ADM KAMERMAN:

Certainly, it is unc lear because I didn‟t

write it very clearly, I apologise, Aerospatiale indeed had 6
10

fully assembled Block 1‟s, brand new ready to be shipped, they
had been ordered by another, the Navy and not delivered for
various reasons, but they also which I forgot to add here I‟m
afraid that they had two complete missiles as components that
could be assembled.

15

ADV CANE: Thank you, that‟s clarified.
ADM KAMERMAN:

So it was in fact we had 9, we ordered and

received 9 Block 2‟s and 8 Block 1‟s.
ADV CANE: Thank you. At one stage in your testimony you said
that late in the day, and we‟re dealing with the risk attachment
20

...(indistinct)... Data Bus , that‟s the topic, in that context you
said late in the day you included or rather the South African
Navy included the ...(i ndistinct)...Data Bus , after attempts to
persuade ...(indistinct)... to put up a guarantee had failed.
Now I want to ask you to apply your mind to that,

25

which Data Bus did you include in the ...(indistinct)..., was it
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the ...(indistinct)... or Diacerto Data Bus?
ADM KAMERMAN:

No

we

had

to

complete

a

technical

baseline which we did and in that technical baseline right at
the end very late in the technical baseline we included the
5

Detexis Data Bus subject to further ratification by the PDB and
of course su bject to the PCB‟s decision that they will seek, or
they would try to persuade with Adm ...(indistinct)... and Mr
...(indistinct)..., they were trying to persuade Mr Young to the
necessary commercial activities and actions that will enable

10

him to procure ...(indistinct)...
When
...(indistinct)...

that
August,

failed

in

September,

other
it

words,

must

have

when
been

September into October, it became clear that we at that stage
would be ...(indistinct)... with the Dete xis bus and the Detexis
15

bus then became part and parcel of the commercial, correction,
the technical baseline of the vessel, which was eventually
signed up as the technical contractor ...(indistinct)...
ADV CANE: Thank you, that does make that section o f your
evidence clear.

20

that‟s

at

page

In your annexure A you have indicated and
659

...(indistinct)...

2,

you

drew

the

commission‟s attention to the navigation distribution system.
ADM KAMERMAN:

Yes I did.

ADV CANE: Thank you, now was that an item of equipment for
which ADS had been nominated i n the RFO documentation?
25

ADM KAMERMAN:
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not assumed, ADS was the only contender that we thought of or
had in mind for providing integration of the navigation data,
just a little bit of background without boring you he Nav data is
highly complex, it comes from a Ring Laser Gyros assemblies
5

that measure the attitude and the shipping space at any given
time and they are, it is a very critical component, of pointing
the guns and the radars in the right direction whereas the ship
...(indistinct)... pictures underneath, also of course integration
of GPS data for precise positioning of the ship and so on and

10

so on.
ADV CANE: now let me ask you in that context, I assume that
...(indistinct)...

having

won

the

bid

to

supply

that

...(indistinct)... equipment they have actually competed against
ADS in order to do so?
15

ADM KAMERMAN:

Directly

through

the

German

Frigate

consortium in precisely the same way as the MS, we asked the
German Frigate consortium to procure two competing bids from
DS and ...(indistinct)... again on the basis that ADS‟s prices
were just simply unacceptable, we just didn‟t accept, there was
20

no

logical

comparison

or

value

in

money

and

effort

...(indistinct)... basically, I wouldn‟t say ripping us off but the ir
price was pretty high, so we called ...(indistinct)... we went out
on tender, internal tender if you wish to call it that.
ADV CANE: Was ...(indistinct)... and its managing director who I
25

understand to Mr ...(indistinct)... were they aware of the fact
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that ADS had been the nominated supplier of the navigation
distribution system?
ADM KAMERMAN:
ADV CANE: How
5

Yes for a number of years.
if

you

can

do

you

explain

the

continued

contentions by Mr Young throughout the years including to this
commission pertaining to the fact once nominated the state had
in

fact

selected

a

particular

supplier

and

prescribed

in

conclusion into the contract base line to the main contract?
ADM KAMERMAN:
10

Well I can only say what I said to the Joint

Investigation Team on the r ecord as well as off record which
led to a libel charge against me by Mr Young, so I won‟t
traverse that, I can only say that all of the 18 companies
...(indistinct)... perfectly aware they were not and were never
selected by the participation on project ...(indistinct)... Sitron.
And

15
companies

I

didn‟t

say

that

get

with

the

...(indistinct)... under Sitron.
engaged

in

competitive

conviction,

work

that

because

they

were

many
doing

We deleted a lot of work and we

actions

amongst

those

companies,

where by the logic of them being exclusively nominated and
20

thereby selected it just didn‟t ...(indistinct)..., but not only that
and this is a very important point, when we came to the show
down

...(indistinct)...

document

called

the

for

the

user,

combat
the

South

system,
African

we

wrote

Navy

a

User

Requirement Specification for the Combat suite, exactly as we
25

had said in the RFO, and we issued it to our main contractor,
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the preferred supplier of German Frigate Consortium and asked
...(indistinct)... and bring us back offers for the ...(indistinct)...
In that document, and I wrote it ...(in distinct)... of
course my colleagues supported that and contribution, but we
5

had ...(indistinct)... what we call these people and I, myself
and ...(indistinct)... were very explicit, we will call them as we
did, candidate suppliers.
...(indistinct)... rather bizarrely for someone who
understand English and probably logic says well by saying

10

candidate supplier that means they should have been selected.
It is a completely false statement, we listed them as candidate
suppliers precisely to allow the main contractor to offer them
as candidates or offer anybody else as candidates as well,
there was no inhibition on the main contractor, indeed on a

15

number, probably nine or ten occasi ons we reminded the main
contractor of his obligation to offer cost effective alternatives,
and in certain cases demanded from ...(indistinct)...
ADV CANE: Now in the same context how does the joint venture
between ...(indistinct)... make sense?

20

ADM KAMERMAN:

Well

it

simply

didn‟t

make

sense,

...(indistinct)... competent, in fact ...(indistinct)... is a bit of a
...(indistinct)... because what they as you see in the annexure
is actually British Aerospace PLC that was the joint venture
partner, several 10 0
25

thousand people

producing

aerospace

vehicles in the United States and so on and so forth, a huge
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company, but as I alluded or stated this morning also producing
a lot of naval company equipment.
So there was BAE this literally 5 ton elephant on
the parade ground, and then there was ...(indistinct)... 20
5

people and producing at that stage had produced a technology
demonstrated

Data

Bus,

and

that‟s

not

to

derive

...(indistinct)... superb technology that was vested in, in that
small company.
...(indistinct)... was our parent for years and years,
10

but simply you‟ve asked the question did it make sense, well it
didn‟t make sense.
ADV CANE: The purpose of the joint venture being?
ADM KAMERMAN:

The

purpose

of

the

joint

venture

was

exactly as they stated, t o offer a complete combat suite as an
15

alternative including the logistic support of that combat suite,
i.e. to displace

...(indistinct)... contractor or even as the

subcontractors to provide a completely new combat system,
they would have had to offer that and I believe they did offer
that to the German Frigate consortium, I don‟t know what
20

transpired,

because

it

was

only

reported

to

us

by

...(indistinct)... who was the manger of the GC, that they had
considered

this

and

...(indistinct)...

with

due

diligenc e

or

whatever you want to call it, it wasn‟t just a flippen thing, but
there was no way that they were going to switch to a British
25

supplied ...(indistinct)... because they knew that our designers
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were South African combat suite.
ADV CANE: Is it correct then that the purpose of that joint
venture would have been to procure the bids in relation to
items and equipment or there had been a candidate supplier
5

...(indistinct)... or a nominated supplier ...(indistinct)...?
ADM KAMERMAN:

Oh yes, that‟s an element, you can argue

to ...(indistinct)... whether the nomination means selection of
candidate means selection, just look at the old story where you
say follow the money, follow the actions, what Young did was
10

to place, to make an alternative bid by himself and a British
consortium which I said earlier this morning he is perfectly
entitled to do, it is not illegal, but by doing so he destroyed all
notion that the term nomination or candidature ...(indistinct)...
anything other than exactly ...(indistinct)...
It was not selection, because he was proposing to

15

...(indistinct)... completely ADS for the combat management
system,

the

combat

system,

the

video

nominations
20

and

system

switching

candidatures

integration,
unit
that

and
was

the

all

of

management
those

other

...(indistinct)...

or

accorded by the State to be ...(indistinct)... portion of the
combat suite, although I must caution we had not intent to
thereby select ADS, they were subject to competition like
everybody else.
ADV SNYMAN:

25

Thank

you,

in

relation

to

the

topic

of

...(indistinct)... the ADS and those earlier days you mention ed
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that Young had set up another company once he was in A DS‟s
employ?
ADM KAMERMAN:
ADV CANE: Now
5

Yes.
on

its

own

that

wouldn‟t

necessarily

be

...(indistinct)... to which you were alluding, what was the
nature of that company and did it create hostility?
ADM KAMERMAN:

Yes unfortunately it did, because if it had

been a company for domestic workers or something like that
fine, but it wasn‟t of course, he was at that stage a managing
10

engineer on the full time employed of ADS, and he set up a CC
Called ...(indistinct)... whose function and purpose was to
design, manufacture and sell the technology that he was busy
with engaged in full time at writing his Master‟s thesis and
subsequently h is doctoral thesis on the technology of Data Bus

15

and

Data

Bus

integration

...(indistinct)...and

which

was

precisely the job he was doing in ADS.
So in the first instance ADS had an issue of him
reaching his employment conditions because he was absolute ly
not allowed to work like, like most of us I had those same
20

provisions in my contract, I‟m not allowed to work privately
unless I have the permission of my employer, these are pretty
standard stuff.
In the second instance there was an incident where
he had not only kept the secret but he was invited or instructed

25

to

go

oversees
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prestigious oversees meeting on Data Bus technology designed
...(indistinct)... and so on.
So he went oversees as an ADS manager and ADS
...(indistinct)... the proceedings of that conference where they
5

found out, for the first time they had found out that he had not
in fact even mentioned himself, not in the presentations, the
slides anything else, but had in fact presented the presentation
on behalf of a company called ...(indistinct)..., he had given
his

10

business

cards

out

as

Mr

Richard

Young

from

...(indistinct)... and of course that was an issue to ADS, I don‟t
know what transpired, if this is a true story, at the end of the
day they parted ways in a very say, at a serial manner.

He

then left the company.
He claimed in the joint investigation team, this was
15

something again to damage his credibility, in fact he didn‟t
claim, he made a categorical statement in writing which is still
on

the

record

under

oath,

sworn

to

the

testimony

to

a

government appointed investigation that he had established his
company in 1992 after leaving ADS.
20

Well it didn‟t take ADS

lawyers more than a couple of minutes using the company
registration Act to pull out of him that in fact that was a lie,
and he had propagated business with a parallel company owned
by himself in secret while still engaged as a full employee,
ergo of course what about technology, what about intellectual

25

property and all of those things.
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...(indistinct)... but the two of them were not, they
did not part as friends.
ADV CANE: Thank
corrections
5

to

you,

lastly

you

your

statement
those

testimony,

but

given

corrections

into

account rather

have

made

a

...(indistinct)...

corrections
would

you

or

couple
in

taking

be

of

your
those

prepared

to

confirm that your statement is true and correct?
ADM KAMERMAN:

I absolutely confirm under oath here and

now that my statement is true and correct.
10

ADV CANE: Thank you, thank you commissioner those are m y
questions.
CHAIRPER SON:

Before I excuse the witness, let me find

out from Adv Snyman what she wanted to say before the
witness was re -examined.
15

I understood it as saying that you

don‟t intend cross -examining now, but then wanted to make
some other poi nts, can I hear you on those points?
ADV SNYMAN:

That is correct thank you Chair. The chief

aspects which I wish to address the commission on as to why
we can‟t cross-examine this witness now I will proceed to
20

make, and firstly providing the interested parties with two days
or even effectively one night to read and analyse the witness
statement of 108 pages with so many annexure which ran to
663 pages and contained detailed material disables the party
from preparing and conducting a proper cross -examination on

25

such detailed material.
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It appears to us that the manner in which Adm
Kamerman has been treated is inconsistent with and more
favourable than the manner in which our clients have been
treated in at least two respects.
First, it is clear that this witness has been given

5

advance access to the draft witness statement of Richard
Young and the joint submission our clients Andrew Feinstein
and Paul Holden before writing his witness statement, and
appearing before the commission.
10

While the so -called critics

or our clients have not been treated in this manner.
They

are

required

to

prepare, to

cross -examine

without advance access to the submissions and statements of
other witnesses, nor the documents which they rely on.

The

second aspect is that the witness has, or appears to have been
15

granted

access

to

documents

in

the

possession

of

the

commission, presumably at his request.
We

however

are

still

awaiting

the

provisional

documents we have requested from the commission over a
period exceeding 12 mon ths.
20

CHAIRPER SON:

So now can we deal with the question of

cross-examination of this witness, you say you can‟t because
one the witness was given documents in advance which your
clients does not have, two, you say that you were not given
enough time to look at the statement of the witness, those are
25

the two issues that ...(indistinct)...
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...(indistinct)...

some

long

document

there

...(indistinct)... I‟m not quite sure how long that is going to
take, is the two points that you are raising that you are sayi ng
to me that you are unable to cross -examine this witness at this
5

stage because of those two points?
ADV SNYMAN:

I haven‟t finished making my second point

which would take me probably another 15 seconds. We are still
aware, this is continuing my secon d point, we are still awaiting
the provision of documents which we have requested from this
10

commission

over

a

period

exceeding

12

months

including

documents that would be of relevance to this witness, and
without access to such documents a proper examinati on would
be impossible.
Our
15

clients

cannot

rely

on

documents

in

the

possession of the commission, because we are not getting
access to them, and our clients cannot rely on documents which
they have sourced outside of the commission, such as the draft
auditor general‟s report because the commission has ruled such
documents inadmissible.

20

So it is under these circumstances it

is not possible for our clients to conduct a proper cross examination, they are disabled from doing so, despite the very
serious allegations made by this witness against our clients.
We therefore decline to cross -examine Adm Kamerman at this
juncture and reserve the right to request to cross -examine this

25

witness at a future date once we have received the requested
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documents which we h ave requested in correspondence related
to this commission over the last 12 months.

Thank you those

were the aspects which I wish to address this commission on.
CHAIRPER SON:
5

Thank you, Adm Kamerman I suppose from

here you are going back to Germany?
ADM KAMERMAN:

Indeed I do sir, I have no choice, in fact I

just came from New Zealand to hear that I must be back behind
my desk.
CHAIRPER SON:
10

Thanks a lot for coming here to come and

testify, you are excused.
ADM KAMERMAN:

Thank you very much sir, I‟m m uch obliged

and privileged to have given my evidence.
CHAIRPER SON:

Thank you.

NO FURTHER QUESTIONS
15

CHAIRPER SON:

Adv Lebala?

MR LEBALA:

Chair I know the ...(indistinct)... address

the commission. I thought the ...(indistinct)... was also here to
give direction as to what is going to happen if the subsequent
witnesses were to come before the commission.
20

CHAIRPER SON:

...(indistinct)...

who

can

tell us

exactly

what is going to happen?
ADV MDUMBE:

Chair and Commissioner Musi, Adv Mphaga

and Ms Ramagaga have met with Mr Naidoo, Mr Naidoo was
supposed to appear before the commission on Thursday and
25

Friday, they have gone through all the documentation that Mr
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Naidoo has made available to them and the documentation that
the

commission

has

made

available

to

them,

a nd

have

subsequently identified additional documents that they deem
relevant to their evidence ...(indistinct)... as a result of that
5

Chairperson they are not in a position to call Mr Naidoo on the
29th and the 30th.
They request leave from the commissio n to call that
witness on 9 June, and if the commission accedes to their
request our next witness will therefore be Mr Kasrils who was

10

the Deputy Minister of Defence at the time of ...(indistinct)...
COMMISSIONER MUSI:

I‟m rather a bit uncertain what Adv

Snyman ...(indistinct)..., don‟t you have the statement of the
witness ...(indistinct)... don‟t you have it?
ADV SNYMAN:
15

Commissioner

Musi

we

have

them,

we

received them yesterday morning at 10:30 as the proceedings
began.
COMMISSIONER MUSI:

But now you‟re talking about other

documents that you say you can‟t cross -examine because you
don‟t have some other documents, ...(indistinct)...
20

ADV SNYMAN:

There

are

a

range

of

documents,

they

referred to the documents which we have been requesting over
the last year, two in particular would be the draft Auditor
General‟s report and the Debevoise & Plimpton report, but it is
not just that those documents are not included in the witness‟s
25

own annexures because seemingly that any party or interested
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party request to cross -examine the documents outside of those
attached

to

what

would

be

favourable

for

the

witness

to

disclose, it would make sense that ...(indistinct)... as we have
been requesting them in order to prepare to cross -examine this
5

witness and others.
Commissioner Musi if I may add, I understand that
this weekend there were discussions amongst the secretariat
and the commissioners in order to respond to ...(indistinct)...
most recent request for access to documents, which is a repeat

10

request of the documen ts that we have been requesting for the
last year, it would be very helpful for us to have this response
to our request for access to information, so that we know and
be in a position to advise when we would be able to apply to
cross-examine the particular witness, but we are still waiting

15

for a response from these requests, the response to these
requests for documents.
COMMISSIONER MUSI:
cross-examine

this

I‟m interested

particular

witness.

in your inability
You‟ve

got

to
the

statement of the witness, you ‟ve got all the documents that
20

have been used in his testimony and you ‟re still not able to
cross-examine, why so?
ADV SNYMAN:

Commissioner Musi I can take it no further

than what I have already submitted.
COMMISSIONER MUSI:
25

CHAIRPER SON:
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our next witness is going to be Mr Ron ald Kasrils, the former
deputy minister of defence.

Can we make certain that his

statement or the summary of his statement is put on our
website as soon as possible.
5

ADV MDUMBE:

We will do so Chair.

CHAIRPER SON: T h a n k y ou , A d m i r a l tr a v e l w e l l t h a nk s a l o t o r
coming to testify. We are now adjourned.
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